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Dear Shareholder,
We are pleased to inform you about the following change decided by the Board of Directors:
Modification of the investment policy of the sub-fund “Amundi Funds Bond Global” (the
“Sub-Fund”)
With effect from 2 June 2014, the investment policy of the Sub-Fund “Amundi Funds Bond
Global” will be modified in particular to:
 change the investment objective of the Sub-Fund by integrating the reference indicator in
it
 allow the use of credit derivatives
 increase the level of investment in UCITS/UCIs from 5% maximum to 10% maximum.
 enhance the description of the existing investment strategies

Accordingly at the same date, the methodology used for the risk measurement will be changed
from absolute VaR to relative VaR and the expected leverage assessed as per sum of notional
approach recommended by ESMA will be increased from 800% to 900%. However, please note
that the leverage level assessed as per the commitment approach, which corresponds to the
notional approach after taking into account netting and hedging techniques, is expected to remain
at 270%.
Accordingly, as from 2 June 2014, the investment policy has to be read as follows (changes
marked-up against the existing version for easy reference):
“The objective of this Sub-Fund is to maximize total investment returns consisting of a
combination of interest income, capital appreciation and currency gains by investing at least two
thirds of the assets in fixed or floating rate securities and debt obligations issued or guaranteed
by the major OECD governments or supranational entities such as the World Bank (at least 60%
of the Sub-Fund) and in other High Quality bonds denominated in freely convertible currencies.
The objective of the Sub-Fund is to outperform the “J.P. Morgan Government Bond Global All
Maturities Unhedged in USD” index over an investment horizon of at least three years after taking
into account charges.
To achieve this objective, the Sub-Fund will allocate assets across global sovereign, quasisovereign, corporate bonds, ABS/MBS and currency markets while taking into account risk
associated to each asset class.
Through an active investment process, the Sub-Fund will implement:
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- Combined long and short strategies based on macro-economic analysis to determine the subfund’s exposure to the different asset classes (interest rate, government and corporate bonds,
currencies, ABS/MBS),
- Relative market valuation strategies using predominately liquid instruments to diversify the
portfolio geographically across fixed income and currency universe based on: yield curve
positioning, market or country allocation, bond selection, credit issuer quality and geographical
allocation, credit sector allocation (e.g. automobile, financials sectors) and currencies exposure.
These strategies will be complemented by tactical asset allocation based on current market
information to benefit from short term opportunities. The use of derivatives will be an integral part
of the investment policy and strategies. Futures, options, forwards, swaps, credit derivatives
(Single issuer swap and Indices Credit Default Swap) will be used for hedging and/or gaining an
exposure to interest rates, credit and currencies movements.
The Sub-Fund aims to invest at least two thirds of the assets in fixed or floating rate securities
and debt obligations issued or guaranteed by the OECD governments or supranational entities (at
least 60% of the assets of the Sub-Fund) and in investment grade corporate bonds denominated
in freely convertible currencies.
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in ABS/MBS. The Sub-Fund primarily
invests in bonds and currencies (indirectly via financial derivative instruments). The active
currency positions implemented by the Sub-Fund may not be correlated with the underlying
assets (i.e. bonds) of the fund.
The Sub-Fund will invest extensively in FDI for hedging and investment purposes (e.g. currency
exposure management, active duration management, and creating synthetic exposure to issuers)
but it is not limited to a particular strategy regarding the usage of FDI. Such FDI may include
over-the-counter and/or exchange traded options, futures, warrants, swaps, forward contracts.
The Sub-Fund may be leveraged through the use of FDI. The leverage assessed as per the sum
of notional approach is expected to be around 900% of the Sub-Fund’s net asset value. The
leverage level assessed as per the commitment approach, which correspond to the notional
approach after taking into account netting and hedging techniques, is expected to be around 0%270% of the Sub-Fund’s net asset value. The expected level of leverage is an indicator and not a
regulatory limit. The expected level of leverage may namely be higher when interest rates are
expected to change significantly, when credit spreads are expected to widen or tighten
significantly, or when market volatility is very low. Please refer to the appendix III Measurement
and management of risk for further details. As derivatives might be used to achieve the
investment objective, the level of risk might be increased in some cases.
The remaining part of the assets of the Sub-Fund may be invested in the values and instruments
described in introduction of “B. Bond Sub-Funds”, including instruments of non OECD or High
Yield Bonds markets.
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 5% of its assets in units/shares of UCITS/or other UCIs.
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The “JPMJ.P. Morgan Global Government Bond Global All Maturities Unhedged in USD” index
represents the reference indicator of the Sub-Fund.
The base currency of the Sub-Fund is US Dollar.”
Investors should note that in addition to the risks disclosed under Risk Warning in introduction of
the “Bond Sub-Funds”, investments in the Sub-fund may be exposed to a higher level of Credit
Risk due to the acquisition of credit default swap (CDS). As the Sub-Fund can hold CDS as a
protection seller, in case of adverse credit event occurred to the reference asset of the CDS, the
Sub-Fund has to make up for the devaluation of the reference asset and may suffer losses.
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There is no change of existing reference indicator. Precision is made to the name of the reference
indicator for clarification purpose.
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*******
If you are not satisfied with the changes mentioned above, from the date of this notice you may
as usual continue to redeem your shares, free of redemption fee or convert your shares without
conversion fee before 5pm Hong Kong time 30 May 2014, to any other Amundi Funds sub-funds
authorized in Hong Kong (provided that you meet the minimum investment requirement described
in the current Amundi Funds prospectus for each type of share class).
The latest prospectus of the Company and the product key fact statement of the Sub-Fund will be
available on request free of charge at the office of the Hong Kong Representative.
Concerning enquiries on the above, please contact Amundi Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong
Representative at (852) 2521 4231.
Yours sincerely,

The Board of Directors
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Select
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in equity and Equitylinked Instruments worldwide.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.

2. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of the fund according to its investment objective.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.55% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.35% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Gold Mines
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth through investment of at least 67% of its total assets in shares of
companies specialized (i) in the gold mining industry and shares of gold mines, of countries such as
Australia, North America and South Africa, and (ii) in other precious metals or mineral stocks (such as
silver and platinum group metals), provided that such investment in shares of companies specialised in
other precious metals or mineral stocks does not exceed one-third of the net assets of the fund.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in gold mining industry, which may give rise to
higher concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified sectors.
2. Sector risk: The fund will invest in gold and other precious metals operations companies. The price of
gold and precious metals operations companies is strongly affected by the prices of gold and other
precious metals. These prices may fluctuate substantially over short periods of time, so the share price of
the companies in gold and other precious metals sector may be more volatile than other types of
investments. Investing in the securities of mining companies, investors should note that mining operations
have varying expected life spans. Securities of mining companies that have mines with a short expected
life span may experience greater price volatility than those that have a long expected life span.
3. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in mining companies in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk.
Investment in securities of issuers of developing countries involves special considerations and risks,
including the risks associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the
risks of investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large amounts
of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
4. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in FDI
for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI is
subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and valuation
risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient portfolio
management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds may
at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees
and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital. Payment of
dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original investment or
from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving payment of
dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V capital (as the case
may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of the fund. Amundi Funds
may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of capital or effectively out of
capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of distribution policy, not less than one
PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.
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Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Luxury and Lifestyle
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth through investment of at least 67% of its total assets in shares of
companies carrying out a preponderant part of their business activities in the luxury or prestige goods
and services sector and listed on a stock exchange in any country of the world.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in the luxury or prestige goods and services
sector, which may give rise to higher concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified
sectors.
2. Risk of investing in the luxury or prestige goods and services sector: The value of investments
in the luxury or prestige goods and services sector in which the fund will invest in is likely to be
affected by the world-wide market and economic conditions. As consumers normally reduce their
spending in luxury or prestige goods and services during economical downturns, the investments
made by the fund may drop sharply in value in response to the market and economic
setbacks. Furthermore, investing in a single sector may present a greater concentration risk and
volatility risk than investing in a broader range of securities covering different economic sectors.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.
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Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Agriculture
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of its assets in a selection of equities
issued by companies worldwide active in the farming sectors (including producers of cereals, fruits,
vegetables, fertilizer, system of irrigation and/or agrarian equipment, animal husbandry, transport,
stocking and/or trade of farm produce).
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in a single sector, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified sectors.
2. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
3. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in the farming sectors of developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk.
Investment in securities of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks,
including the risks associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations,
the risks of investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility,
different conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well
as risks associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates,
large amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

6. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Resources
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This is a fund constituted in the form of a mutual fund. It is domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in equities and Equitylinked Instruments of companies worldwide active in the energy, gold and materials sectors.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in the energy, gold and materials sectors, which
may give rise to higher concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified sectors.
2. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
3. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it may
invest in the energy, gold and materials sectors of developing countries which may subject to
developing countries risk. Investment in securities of issuers of developing counties involves special
considerations and risks, including the risks associated with investment in developing countries, such
as currency fluctuations, the risks of investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity,
higher price volatility, different conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign
investment, as well as risks associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation
and interest rates, large amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

6. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity ASEAN
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Investment Sub-Manager:

Amundi Singapore Limited
(Singapore, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by means of investments in companies from ASEAN countries.
It will invest at least two thirds of its assets in equities of companies in countries forming the
Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Such investments can be made through equity-linked notes
(including participatory notes), in case of a limited access to a stock market.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

2. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in Association of Southeast Asian Nations, which
may give rise to higher concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in emerging countries, may be subject to counterparty risk which is
the risk that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations
under the notes.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in emerging countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Asia ex Japan
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Asian (excluding
Japanese) equities and Equity-linked Instruments.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

2. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
3. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
4. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in developing countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.
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Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*

*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Brazil
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek medium-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Brazilian equities
and Equity-linked Instruments diversified at sector level. Such investments can be made through
participatory notes, in case of a limited access to a stock market or for the purpose of efficient portfolio
management.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
2. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in Brazil, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in emerging countries, may be subject to counterparty risk which is
the risk that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations
under the notes.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in emerging countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Emerging Internal Demand
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek a long term capital appreciation by investing at least two thirds of the assets in equities and
Equity-linked Instruments of companies in developing countries. Such investments can be made
through participatory notes, in case of a limited access to a stock market or for the purpose of efficient
portfolio management.
Investments are based on a stock picking process which selects the equities of companies taking
benefit from emerging countries growing demand in term of household consumption, domestic
investments and infrastructure development.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.

1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
2. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in household consumption, domestic
investments and infrastructure development sectors, which may give rise to higher concentration risk
than funds that invests in more diversified sectors.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in emerging countries, may be subject to counterparty risk which is
the risk that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations
under the notes.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in developing countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Emerging World
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To out perform the "MSCI Emerging Markets Free" Index by investing at least two thirds of the assets
in equities and equity-linked instruments (e.g. share warrant, a subscription right etc) of companies
from European, Asian, American or African emerging countries. Such investments can be made
indirectly through participatory notes, in case of a limited access to a stock market or for the purpose of
efficient portfolio management.
In the framework of an active and fundamental portfolio management, securities are selected by
combining three strategies: geographic allocation (country selection), sector allocation within each
country and stock selection.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Emerging countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in emerging countries which may subject to emerging countries risk. Investment in securities of
issuers of emerging countries involves special considerations and risks, including the risks associated
with investment in emerging countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of investing in countries
with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different conditions applying to
transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks associated with
emerging countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large amounts of external
debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

2. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
3. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in emerging countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
4. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in emerging countries, may be subject to counterparty risk which is
the risk that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations
under the notes.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
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7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity MENA
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg) except no subscription and
redemption on every Thursday and the
days on which the markets where most of
the securities held by the fund are usually
negotiated are closed.

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek a total return through investment of at least 67% of its total assets in shares of MENA (i.e. The
Middle East and North Africa region) companies listed on stock exchange in MENA countries. Such
investments can be made indirectly through participatory notes, in case of a limited access to a stock
market or for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing countries involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
2. Additional risks due to the political and economic situation in MENA region: As the fund will
invest in MENA region, instability in the MENA markets may result from factors such as government or
military intervention in decision-making, terrorism, civil unrest, extremism or hostilities between
neighbouring countries. An outbreak of hostilities could result in substantial losses for the fund.
Extremist groups in certain countries have traditionally held anti-Western views and are opposed to
openness to foreign investments. If these movements gain strength they could have a destabilising
effect on the investment activities of the fund.
In MENA region, markets may remain closed for several days due to religious celebration, during
which no subscription and redemption will be processed. Moreover, exact dates of market closure may
be known only a very short time in advance.
The underlying investments of the fund will consist of quoted shares in the MENA region. The
marketability of quoted shares is limited due to the restricted opening hours of stock exchanges, a
narrow range of investors and a relatively high proportion of market shares being held by a relatively
small number of shareholders. Trading volume is generally lower than on more developed stock
markets and equities are generally less liquid.

3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in MENA region, may be subject to counterparty risk which is the risk
that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations under the
notes.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
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7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Not applicable*

Redemption fee

None

* Conversion (in and out) are not allowed for this fund.

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Greater China
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which banks
are open for business in Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of the
IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while charging/paying all
or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an
increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends by the fund, in which
case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital. Distributions out of
capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate decrease of the net
asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital appreciation by investing at least two thirds of the assets in equities issued
by companies (i) Listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange and having their domicile or substantial
activity in Hong Kong or the 3HRSOH¶V Republic of China or (ii) Not listed in Hong Kong (e.g. Taiwan
Stock Exchange) but based in or having most of their activities in the 3HRSOH¶V Republic of China or
Taiwan. The IXQG¶V total exposure (via both direct and indirect investments) to China A Shares and
China B Shares will not be more than 10% of its assets. Exposure to China A Shares will mainly be
through investing in funds investing in China A Shares. Exposure to China B Shares will mainly be
through direct investment in China B Shares. At least one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be given to Hong
Kong shareholders if the IXQG¶V exposure to China A Shares and China B Shares exceeds 10% of its
assets in future and the Hong Kong offering document (including Hong Kong prospectus and product
key facts statement) will be updated accordingly.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
2. Risk of investing in China based companies and companies with exposure in China: Investing
in China based companies and/or companies with exposure in China involves a greater risk of loss
than investing in more developed markets due to, among other factors, greater political, tax, economic,
foreign exchange, liquidity and regulatory risks.
3. Concentration Risk: The fund focuses in investing in Greater China, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invest in more diversified regions.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Risk of investment in China A Shares and B Shares market: Investing in China A Shares and B
Shares market may involve a greater risk of loss than investing in more developed markets due to,
among other factors, greater political, tax, economic, foreign exchange, liquidity, regulatory, accounting
and reporting risks. Generally, there is greater market volatility, lower trading volume, more
governmental control of currency conversion and future movements in exchange rate than those
typically found in developed markets. The fund may also be exposed to risks associated with the
changes in current Chinese tax laws. In particular, the fund may be subject to potential China capital
gain tax (which may have retrospective effect). After taking into consideration that the investment in
China A Shares and B Shares is not significant, currently no tax provision has been made in this
regard. In the event that such tax liability is imposed, the relevant amounts will be deducted from the
IXQG¶V assets which will have an adverse effect on the value of the fund. Investor may as a result suffer
losses.
6. Risk of investing in other funds: Exposure to China A Shares will mainly be through investing in
funds investing in China A Shares. In addition to the fees and expenses charged by the fund, there are
additional fees involved when investing into these underlying funds, which may include fees and
expenses charged by these underlying funds as well as fees payable by the fund during its
subscription to or redemption from these underlying funds. Furthermore, there can be no assurance
that the liquidity of the underlying funds will always be sufficient to meet redemption request as and
when made; and the investment objective and strategy will be successfully achieved by the underlying
funds. If the fund invests in an underlying fund managed by the investment manager of the fund or its
connected persons, potential conflicts of interest may arise.
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7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity India
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Indian equities and
equity-linked instruments.

The investment manager will select a diversified range of listed equities reflecting the broad spectrum
of the Indian economy. The fund will principally consist in securities of those companies that the
investment manager considers to have potential for earnings growth and the management and
financial resources to achieve it.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in India, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
2. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in developing countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity India Infrastructure
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital appreciation by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Indian equities
and Equity-Linked Instruments of/relating to companies active in the infrastructure sector that
regroups:
- Energy
-Telecommunications
- Transport
- Water
- Institutions specialized in the financing of infrastructure
- Materials companies
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in India and a single sector, which may give rise
to higher concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries and sectors.
2. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of investing
in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different conditions
applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks associated
with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large amounts of
external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in developing countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Korea
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Korean equities.
The investment manager will select a diversified range of listed equities reflecting the broad spectrum
of the Korean economy. The fund will principally consist of the securities of those companies that the
investment manager considers to have potential for earnings growth and the management and
financial resources to achieve it.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in Korea, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
2. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
3. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
4. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.

6. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.70% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Latin America
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek medium-term capital growth by investing in a selection of securities diversified both at
geographic and sector level and at least two thirds of the assets in Latin American equities and Equitylinked Instruments. Such investments can be made through participatory notes, in case of a limited
access to a stock market or for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in securities
of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the risks
associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.

2. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in Latin America, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
6. Risk specific for participatory notes: participatory notes which are the embedded derivatives
instruments allowing investors to indirectly invest in securities listed on certain markets having a
complicated or restricted access in emerging countries, may be subject to counterparty risk which is
the risk that the broker, dealer or bank that issues the notes will not fulfill its contractual obligations
under the notes.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in emerging countries which small and medium companies are commonly found.
Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns but may also involve
a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid nature of the small and
medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares are likely to have a
higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.85% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Thailand
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi Hong Kong Limited
(Hong Kong, internal delegation)
Amundi Singapore Limited

Investment Sub-Manager:

(Singapore, internal delegation)
Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Thai equities on the
Stock Exchange of Thailand (SET).
The fund provides a means to Investors to participate in the development of the equity market of
Thailand. The investment manager will select between listed securities those reflecting ultimately the
Thai economy. The fund will consist principally in shares of companies that the investment manager
considers will have significant potential growth in profits and sufficient management and financial
resources to achieve this growth.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in Thailand, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified countries.
2. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in Thailand, a developing country which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in
securities of issuers of developing counties involves special considerations and risks, including the
risks associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
3. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
4. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
5. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Risk of small and medium companies: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the
fund, it may invest in Thailand, a developing country which small and medium companies are
commonly found. Investment in small and medium companies offers the possibility of higher returns
but may also involve a higher degree of risk, due to higher risks of failure or bankruptcy and illiquid
nature of the small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶ shares. Investment in small and medium FRPSDQLHV¶
shares are likely to have a higher risks of price volatility.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.60% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.50% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Equity Global Aqua
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

EUR

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in equities of companies
active in the ³ZDWHU´ sector.
Investments are made following a selection process that combines financial and non-financial criteria
on a range of companies with a turnover made up of at least 25% of activities linked to the ³ZDWHU´
sector.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.

1. Concentration risk: The fund focuses in investing in a single sector, which may give rise to higher
concentration risk than funds that invests in more diversified sectors.
2. Market risk: Value of this fund investments could decrease due to movements in financial markets.
The value of the fund can be extremely volatile and could go down substantially within a short period of
time. It is possible that your investment value could suffer substantial loss.
3. Volatility risk: The fund may be exposed to the risk of volatility of the equity markets and could thus
be subject to strong price movements. A strong movement of the volatility of the equity markets could
conduct to negatively impact the performance of a fund according to its investment objective.
4. Equity risk: Investment in common stocks and other equity securities are subject to market risk that
historically has resulted in greater price volatility than experienced by bonds and other fixed income
securities.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.

7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.70% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Convertible Global
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

EUR

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek long-term capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in convertible bonds
having worldwide stocks as underlying securities.
Investments non denominated in euro aim to be systematically hedged.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
2. Credit risk: The fund may invest in fixed-income securities. If the issuer of fixed-income securities
default on its obligation, the fund will not recover its investment.
3. Prepayment risk: Regarding to investment in bonds and/or debt instruments, the fund may be
exposed to a probability that, if interest rates fall, debtors or mortgagors will pay off their obligations (by
refinancing them at lower current rates) thus forcing the fund to reinvest at lower rates.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected.
The relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below
investment grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of
the securities if it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
7. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.30% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.35% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.
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Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Bond Euro Corporate
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

EUR

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To seek regular income and capital growth by investing at least two thirds of the assets in Euro
denominated Investment Grade fixed or floating rate bonds:
(i) Issued or guaranteed by Euroland governments or
(ii) Issued by European or non-European companies, but traded on a European market without any
restriction as to the industry sector of the companies.
The fund may also use interest rate derivatives and credit derivatives for hedging and efficient portfolio
management purpose only.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
2. Credit risk: The fund may invest in fixed-income securities. If the issuer of fixed-income securities
default on its obligation, the fund will not recover its investment.
3. Prepayment risk: Regarding to investment in bonds and/or debt instruments, the fund may be
exposed to a probability that, if interest rates fall, debtors or mortgagors will pay off their obligations (by
refinancing them at lower current rates) thus forcing the fund to reinvest at lower rates.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected.
The relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below
investment grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of
the securities if it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
7. European Sovereign-debt Crisis Risk: The fund may be exposed to risks relating to investment in
securities of issuers located or incorporated in European markets. Given that the economic and
financial difficulties in Europe may continue to get worse or spread within and outside Europe, and the
possibility of the failure of the measures taken by the European governments, central banks and other
authorities, such as austerity measures and reforms, European markets may be subject to additional
market volatility, liquidity, price and currency risks. Risk relating to potential default of some members
of the Eurozone combined with a potential exit of some countries of the Eurozone or even the
termination of the Eurozone, may result in increased currency risk and credit risk on issuers from those
countries and the future stability and growth of those countries may be negatively affected. The value
and performance of the fund may be significantly and adversely affected due to escalation of the
European crisis.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

0.90% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.30% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders, receives
your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off time.
Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention to the
dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.

The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Bond Euro High Yield
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

EUR

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out
of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out
of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an
immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To maximize total investment returns consisting of a combination of interest income, capital
appreciation and currency gains by investing at least two thirds of the assets in high yield Bonds
issued in Euro.
The fund may use currency derivatives for hedging purpose only.
This fund may also use interest rate derivatives and credit derivatives for hedging and efficient portfolio
management purpose only.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
2. Credit risk: The fund may invest in fixed-income securities. If the issuer of fixed-income securities
default on its obligation, the fund will not recover its investment.
3. Prepayment risk: Regarding to investment in bonds and/or debt instruments, the fund may be
exposed to a probability that, if interest rates fall, debtors or mortgagors will pay off their obligations
(by refinancing them at lower current rates) thus forcing the fund to reinvest at lower rates.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in
FDI for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI
is subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and
valuation risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient
portfolio management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
5. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in
values and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and,
consequently, may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
6. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected.
The relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below
investment grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of
the securities if it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
7. European Sovereign-debt Crisis Risk: The fund may be exposed to risks relating to investment
in securities of issuers located or incorporated in European markets. Given that the economic and
financial difficulties in Europe may continue to get worse or spread within and outside Europe, and the
possibility of the failure of the measures taken by the European governments, central banks and other
authorities, such as austerity measures and reforms, European markets may be subject to additional
market volatility, liquidity, price and currency risks. Risk relating to potential default of some members
of the Eurozone combined with a potential exit of some countries of the Eurozone or even the
termination of the Eurozone, may result in increased currency risk and credit risk on issuers from
those countries and the future stability and growth of those countries may be negatively affected. The
value and performance of the fund may be significantly and adversely affected due to escalation of the
European crisis.
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8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

1.30% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.30% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.

The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Bond Global
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dividend policy:

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds,
be made out of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of
gross income while charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and
expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in
distributable income for the payment of dividends by the fund, in
which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in
an immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To maximize total investment returns consisting of a combination of interest income, capital
appreciation and currency gains by investing at least two thirds of the assets in fixed or floating rate
securities and debt obligations issued or guaranteed by the major OECD governments or supranational
entities such as the World Bank (at least 60% of the Sub-Fund) and in other High Quality bonds
denominated in freely convertible currencies.
The Sub-Fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in Asset Backed Securities / Mortgage Backed
Securities. The fund primarily invests in bonds and currencies (indirectly via financial derivative
instruments). The active currency positions implemented by the fund may not be correlated with the
underlying assets (i.e. bonds) of the fund. The fund may invest up to 5% of its assets in units/shares of
Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS)/or other Undertaking for
Collective Investment (UCIs).
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Use of financial derivative instruments ³)',´
The fund will invest extensively in FDI for hedging and investment purposes (e.g. currency exposure
management, active duration management, and creating synthetic exposure to issuers) but it is not
limited to a particular strategy regarding the usage of FDI. Such FDI may include over-the-counter
and/or exchange traded options, futures, warrants, swaps, forward contracts. The Sub-Fund may be
leveraged through the use of FDI. The leverage assessed as per the sum of notional approach is
expected to be around 800% of the IXQG¶V net asset value. The leverage level assessed as per the
commitment approach, which correspond to the notional approach after taking into account netting and
hedging techniques, is expected to be around 0%-270% of the IXQG¶V net asset value. The expected
level of leverage is an indicator and not a regulatory limit. The expected level of leverage may namely
be higher when interest rates are expected to change significantly, when credit spreads are expected
to widen or tighten significantly, or when market volatility is very low.

What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
2. Credit risk: The fund may invest in fixed-income securities. If the issuer of fixed-income securities
default on its obligation, the fund will not recover its investment.
3. Prepayment risk: Regarding to investment in bonds and/or debt instruments, the fund may be
exposed to a probability that, if interest rates fall, debtors or mortgagors will pay off their obligations (by
refinancing them at lower current rates) thus forcing the fund to reinvest at lower rates.
4. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund will invest
extensively in FDI for hedging and investment purposes. There is no guarantee that the performance
of FDI will result in a positive effect for the fund. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may
become ineffective for hedging/investment and the fund may suffer significant losses. Investment in
FDI is subject to additional risks, including:
 Credit risk and counterparty risk - The fund will be subject to the risk of the inability of any
counterparty through or with which the fund conducts the FDI transactions to perform its obligations,
whether due to insolvency, bankruptcy or other causes, and thereby exposing the fund to the
counterparties¶ credit worthiness and their ability to perform and fulfill their financial obligations. Any
failure of the counterparties may result in financial loss to the fund.
 Liquidity risk - There may be possible absence of a liquid secondary market for any particular FDI
at anytime. The fund may be unable to sell illiquid FDI at an advantageous time or price, which may
have an adverse impact on the value of the fund.
 Valuation risk - The fund is subject to the risk of mispricing or improper valuation of FDI, which
may have an adverse impact on the value of the fund.
 Volatility risk ± FDI tend to be more volatile and less liquid than underlying investments to which
they relate, which may have an adverse impact on the value of the fund.
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5. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected.
The relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below
investment grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of
the securities if it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
6. Exchange rate risk: The fund may have significant exposure to currency position and therefore the
fund is subject to exchange rate risk. The currency exposure of the underlying assets (i.e. bonds) may
differ from the base currency of the fund, therefore currency exchange rate movements may adversely
affect the value of the fund. As the active currency positions implemented by the fund may not be
correlated with the underlying assets (i.e. bonds) of the fund, in the event of an adverse currency
movement, the fund may suffer significant loss even if there is no loss of the value of the underlying
assets (i.e. bonds) invested by the fund and therefore investors may suffer losses.
7. High leverage risk: The fund may have a net leverage exposure of over 100% of its net asset value
to FDI. In adverse situations, this may result in significant loss or total loss of the IXQG¶V assets.
8. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the IXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the IXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the IXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the IXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None
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Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

0.90% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.35% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the costs which
are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Bond Global Emerging
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared

Dividend policy:

#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made
out of the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of
the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of
dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends
out of capital. Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may
result in an immediate decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To maximize total investment returns consisting of a combination of interest income, capital
appreciation and currency gains by investing at least two thirds of the assets in bonds denominated in
local or foreign currencies: (i) Issued or guaranteed by governments or government agencies of
developing countries, or (ii) Issued by corporate issuers of developing countries.
The fund may invest up to 20% of its net assets in Asset Backed Securities / Mortgage Backed
Securities. The fund primarily invests in bonds and currencies (indirectly via financial derivative
instruments). The active currency positions implemented by the fund may not be correlated with the
underlying assets (i.e. bonds) of the fund.
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Use of financial derivative instruments ³)',´
The fund will invest extensively in FDI for hedging and investment purposes (e.g. currency exposure
management and active duration management) but it is not limited to a particular strategy regarding
the usage of FDI. Such FDI may include over-the-counter and/or exchange traded options, futures,
warrants, swaps, forward contracts. The Sub-Fund may be leveraged through the use of FDI. The
leverage assessed as per the sum of notional approach is expected to be around 1000% of the IXQG¶V
net asset value. The leverage level assessed as per the commitment approach, which correspond to
the notional approach after taking into account netting and hedging techniques, is expected to be
around 0%-110% of the IXQG¶V net asset value. The expected level of leverage is an indicator and not a
regulatory limit. The expected level of leverage may namely be higher when interest rates are
expected to change significantly, when credit spreads are expected to widen or tighten significantly, or
when market volatility is very low.

What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Developing countries risk: According to the objectives and investment strategy of the fund, it will
invest in developing countries which may subject to developing countries risk. Investment in debt
instruments of issuers of developing countries involves special considerations and risks, including the
risks associated with investment in developing countries, such as currency fluctuations, the risks of
investing in countries with smaller capital markets, limited liquidity, higher price volatility, different
conditions applying to transaction and control and restrictions on foreign investment, as well as risks
associated with developing countries economies, including high inflation and interest rates, large
amounts of external debt as well as political and social uncertainties.
2. Sovereign debt risk: The fund may invest in debt securities issued by sovereign and government
agencies of developing countries. Where sovereign and government agencies of developing countries
with rising government deficits and debt levels, their risk of default may increase. As such, the ratings
of debt securities issued by these sovereign and government agencies may be downgraded.
Accordingly, investment in such debt securities may experience greater price volatility and greater risk
of loss of principal and interest. Therefore, it is possible that you may get back less than your original
investment.
3. Corporate debt issuer risk: The fund may subject to the corporate debt issuer risk when the
corporate issuer of fixed-income securities held by the fund defaults on its obligation. In such case, the
fund may not receive interest payment from the debt and/or recover its principal.
4. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
5. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund will invest
extensively in FDI for hedging and investment purposes. There is no guarantee that the performance
of FDI will result in a positive effect for the fund. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may
become ineffective for hedging/investment and the fund may suffer significant losses. Investment in
FDI is subject to additional risks, including:
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Credit risk and counterparty risk - The fund will be subject to the risk of the inability of any
counterparty through or with which the fund conducts the FDI transactions to perform its obligations,
whether due to insolvency, bankruptcy or other causes, and thereby exposing the fund to the
FRXQWHUSDUWLHV¶ credit worthiness and their ability to perform and fulfill their financial obligations. Any
failure of the counterparties may result in financial loss to the fund.
Liquidity risk - There may be possible absence of a liquid secondary market for any particular FDI
at anytime. The fund may be unable to sell illiquid FDI at an advantageous time or price, which may
have an adverse impact on the value of the fund
Valuation risk - The fund is subject to the risk of mispricing or improper valuation of FDI, which
may have an adverse impact on the value of the fund.
Volatility risk ± FDI tend to be more volatile and less liquid than underlying investments to which
they relate, which may have an adverse impact on the value of the fund.

6. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected.
The relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below
investment grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of
the securities if it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
7. Exchange rate risk: The fund may have significant exposure to currency position and therefore the
fund is subject to exchange rate risk. The currency exposure of the underlying assets (i.e. bonds) may
differ from the base currency of the fund, therefore currency exchange rate movements may adversely
affect the value of the fund. As the active currency positions implemented by the fund may not be
correlated with the underlying assets (i.e. bonds) of the fund, in the event of an adverse currency
movement, the fund may suffer significant loss even if there is no loss of the value of the underlying
assets (i.e. bonds) invested by the fund and therefore investors may suffer losses.
8. High leverage risk: The fund may have a net leverage exposure of over 100% of the net asset
value to FDI. In adverse situations, this may result in significant loss or total loss of the IXQG¶V assets.
9. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.
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What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee
What you pay
Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return you get on
your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee
1.50% (maximum)
Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.40% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.

Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Cash EUR
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

EUR

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.
.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To invest at least 67% of its total assets in money market instruments (i.e. short-term instruments with
either fixed interest rates or variable interest rates, normally dealt on the money market that are liquid
and whose value can be accurately determined at any time) denominated in Euro or in other
currencies hedged through a currency swap, an over-the-counter derivatives for the purpose to hedge
against exchange rates fluctuations.
The average portfolio maturity maintained by the fund will not exceed 90 days and the fund will not
purchase an instrument with a remaining maturity of more than 397 days, or two years in the case of
government and other public securities.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Not a deposit: The purchase of a share in the fund is not the same as placing funds on deposit with a
bank or deposit taking company. The management company has no obligation to redeem shares at the
offer value and the fund is not subject to the supervision of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. The IXQG¶V
investment portfolio may fall in value and therefore your investment in the fund may suffer loss.
2. Credit risk: The issuer of money market instrument held by the fund may default on its obligation and
the fund will not recover its investment. Also the fund may not get the interest payment that it is entitled
to.

3. Interest rate risk: The net asset value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in interest
rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to increase,
and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the funds
investments.
4. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in values
and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and, consequently,
may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
5. Risks attached to transactions into currency swap: Use of the derivatives instruments might be
unsuccessful and incur losses for the fund due to market conditions. Derivatives also involve additional
specific risks such as the risk of mispricing or improper valuation and the risk that derivatives may not
correlate perfectly with underlying assets, interest rates and indices.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in FDI
for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI is
subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and valuation
risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient portfolio
management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected. The
relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below investment
grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of the securities if
it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
8. European Sovereign-debt Crisis Risk: The fund may be exposed to risks relating to investment in
securities of issuers located or incorporated in European markets. Given that the economic and financial
difficulties in Europe may continue to get worse or spread within and outside Europe, and the possibility
of the failure of the measures taken by the European governments, central banks and other authorities,
such as austerity measures and reforms, European markets may be subject to additional market volatility,
liquidity, price and currency risks. Risk relating to potential default of some members of the Eurozone
combined with a potential exit of some countries of the Eurozone or even the termination of the Eurozone,
may result in increased currency risk and credit risk on issuers from those countries and the future
stability and growth of those countries may be negatively affected. The value and performance of the
fund may be significantly and adversely affected due to escalation of the European crisis.
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9. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

0.30% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.10% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay
attention to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.

The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each
business day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the
following newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and
(ii) capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can
be found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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PRODUCT KEY FACTS
Cash USD
(a sub-fund of Amundi Funds)
April 2014

Issuer: Amundi Hong Kong Limited

This statement provides you with key information about this product.
This statement is a part of the Prospectus.
You should not invest in this product based on this statement alone.

Quick Facts
Management Company

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

Investment Manager:

Amundi (France, internal delegation)

Custodian:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

Base currency:

USD

Dealing Frequency:

Daily (any full working day during which
banks are open for business in
Luxembourg)

Dividend policy:

For distribution shares: Dividend, if declared, will be paid#
For accumulation shares: No dividends will be declared
#Dividend

payments may, at the sole discretion of Amundi Funds, be made out of
the IXQG¶V income and/or capital, or be paid out of gross income while
charging/paying all or part of the IXQG¶V fees and expenses to the capital of the
fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the payment of dividends
by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Distributions out of capital or effectively out of capital may result in an immediate
decrease of the net asset value per share of the fund.

Financial year end:

30 June

Min. Investment:

Initial: none

Additional: none

What is this product?
This fund is a sub-fund of Amundi Funds, a mutual fund domiciled in Luxembourg and its home
regulator is the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier.

Objectives and Investment Strategy
To invest at least 67% of its total assets in money market instruments (i.e. short-term instrument with
either fixed interest rates or variable interest rates, normally dealt on the money market that are liquid
and whose value can be actually determined at any time) denominated in USD or in other currencies
hedged through a currency swap, an over-the-counter derivatives for the purpose to hedge against
exchange rate fluctuations.
The average portfolio maturity maintained by the fund will not exceed 90 days and the fund will not
purchase an instrument with a remaining maturity of more than 397 days, or two years in the case of
government and other public securities.
The fund will not invest extensively in financial derivative instruments for investment purposes.
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What are the key risks?
Investment involves risks. Please refer to the Prospectus for details including the risk factors.
1. Not a deposit: The purchase of a share in the fund is not the same as placing funds on deposit with a
bank or deposit taking company. The management company has no obligation to redeem shares at the
offer value and the fund is not subject to the supervision of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. The IXQG¶V
investment portfolio may fall in value and therefore your investment in the fund may suffer loss.
2. Credit risk: The issuer of money market instrument held by the fund may default on its obligation and
the fund will not recover its investment. Also the fund may not get the interest payment that it is entitled
to.

3. Interest rate risk: The Net Asset Value of the fund will be affected depending on fluctuations in
interest rates. When interest rates decline, indeed, the market value of fixed-income securities tends to
increase, and conversely. A rise in interest rates would have for consequences a depreciation of the
funds investments.
4. Exchange rate risk: The fund may be invested, according to variable proportions and limits, in values
and instruments expressed in other currencies than the base currency of the fund and, consequently,
may lead to be exposed to a variation of the exchange rates.
5. Risks attached to transactions into currency swap: Use of the derivatives instruments might be
unsuccessful and incur losses for the fund due to market conditions. Derivatives also involve additional
specific risks such as the risk of mispricing or improper valuation and the risk that derivatives may not
correlate perfectly with underlying assets, interest rates and indices.
6. Risk attached to the use of Financial Derivative Instruments ³)',´ : The fund may invest in FDI
for hedging purpose and for the purpose of efficient portfolio management only. Investment in FDI is
subject to additional risks, including credit risk of the issuer, liquidity risk, counterparty risk and valuation
risk. In adverse situation, the IXQG¶V use of FDI may become ineffective in hedging/efficient portfolio
management and the fund may suffer significant losses.
7. Downgrading risk: Investment grade securities may be subject to the risk of being downgraded to
below investment grade securities. In the event of downgrading in the credit ratings of a security or an
issuer relating to a security, the IXQG¶V investment value in such security may be adversely affected. The
relevant Investment Manager may or may not dispose of the securities, subject to the investment
objective of the fund. In the event of investment grade securities being downgraded to below investment
grade securities, the relevant Investment Manager of the fund may or may not dispose of the securities if
it is in the interests of the shareholders to do so.
8. European Sovereign-debt Crisis Risk: The fund may be exposed to risks relating to investment in
securities of issuers located or incorporated in European markets. Given that the economic and financial
difficulties in Europe may continue to get worse or spread within and outside Europe, and the possibility
of the failure of the measures taken by the European governments, central banks and other authorities,
such as austerity measures and reforms, European markets may be subject to additional market volatility,
liquidity, price and currency risks. Risk relating to potential default of some members of the Eurozone
combined with a potential exit of some countries of the Eurozone or even the termination of the Eurozone,
may result in increased currency risk and credit risk on issuers from those countries and the future
stability and growth of those countries may be negatively affected. The value and performance of the
fund may be significantly and adversely affected due to escalation of the European crisis.
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9. Risks related to distribution out of capital: For distribution class, Amundi Funds may at its
discretion determine to pay dividends out of income or capital of the fund. In addition, Amundi Funds
may at its discretion pay dividends out of gross income while charging / paying all or part of the fXQG¶V
fees and expenses to the capital of the fund, resulting in an increase in distributable income for the
payment of dividends by the fund, in which case, the fund is effectively paying dividends out of capital.
Payment of dividends out of capital amounts to a return or withdrawal of part of an LQYHVWRU¶V original
investment or from any capital gains attributable to that original investment. Any distributions involving
payment of dividends out of the fXQG¶V capital or payment of dividends effectively out of the fXQG¶V
capital (as the case may be) may result in an immediate reduction of the net asset value per share of
the fund. Amundi Funds may change the fXQG¶V dividend distribution policy to pay dividends out of
capital or effectively out of capital of the fund subject to the 6)&¶V prior approval. For change of
distribution policy, not less than one PRQWK¶V prior notice will be provided to affected Shareholders.

Is there any guarantee?
This fund does not have any guarantees. You may not get back the full amount of money you invest.

What are the fees and charges?
Charges which may be payable by you
You may have to pay the following fees when dealing in the shares of the fund.
Fee

What you pay

Subscription fee

Up to 4.50% of the amount you buy

Switching fee

Up to 1.00% of the converting amount

Redemption fee

None

Ongoing fees payable by the fund
The following expenses will be paid out of the fund. They affect you because they reduce the return
you get on your investments.
$QQXDOUDWH DVDRIWKHIXQG¶VYDOXH
Management fee

0.30% (maximum)

Custodian fee

Included in Administration fee

Performance fee

Not Applicable

Administration fee

0.10% (maximum)

Other fees
You may have to pay other fees when dealing in the shares of the fund. The fund will also bear the
costs which are directly attributable to it, as set out in the Prospectus.
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Additional Information
You generally buy and redeem shares at the IXQG¶V next-determined net asset value (NAV) after
CACEIS Hong Kong Limited, the Hong Kong service provider who process Hong Kong orders,
receives your request in good order on or before 5 p.m. (Hong Kong time) being the dealing cut-off
time. Investors are reminded that the distributors may have different cut-off time. Please pay attention
to the dealing cut-off time of the respective distributors.
The net asset value (NAV) of this fund is calculated and the price of shares published each business
day. They are available online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr* and in the following
newspapers: the South China Morning Post and the Hong Kong Economic Journal.
The compositions of dividends (i.e. the relative amounts paid out of (i) net distributable income and (ii)
capital) for the last 12 months are available by Amundi Hong Kong Limited on request and can be
found online at http://www.amundi.com/hkg*
*The above websites have not been reviewed by the SFC.

Important
If you are in doubt, you should seek professional advice.
The SFC takes no responsibility for the contents of this statement and makes no representation as to
its accuracy or completeness.
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ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ

ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

0.30% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.10% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࠀॺཱིژ: ᎁءഗ८ऱैٝፖڇᎬ۩ࢨ൷࠹ཱིژֆ࣋ژᇷ८ࠀլઌٵΖጥֆڶࠀຂٚࢵא
ैᏝᦱैڃٝΔءഗ८ٍլ࠹ଉཽ८ᘜጥݝጥΖءഗ८ދᇷิٽऱᏝଖࢨᄎՀၓΔڼڂᎹՀءڇഗ
८ऱދᇷױ౨፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬຄኞؑՠࠠհ࿇۩Գױ౨ྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭֗ءഗ८ྤऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ؆ء
ഗ८ױ౨ྤऄࠡڃگᚨڶऱܓஒΖ
3. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
4. Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔءאഗ८ഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދ
ᇷΔױڼڂ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
5. ຄኞൾཚٌ࣐ॵհଅᙠ: ሎشسՠؘࠠآԫࡳפګΔءഗ८ࢨᄎؑڂൣउۖࢵીჾ؈Ζسՠ
ٍࠠ௫֗ᠰ؆ऱࡳଅᙠΔࠏڕᏝ᠖ࡳᙑᎄࢨ۷ଖլᅝΔ֗אسՠؘࠠآ౨ፖઌᣂᇷขΕܓ֗ਐ
ᑇݙ٤ઌᣂΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
8. ᑛᦞ႘೭ٲᖲଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬދᇷऱᢞࠦΔࠡڕ࿇۩Գ࣍مګםုࢨ࣍ۯᑛؑΔঞױ౨ࢭ࠹
ڶᣂދᇷଅᙠΖ࣍طᑛऱᆖᛎࡉ८ᘜܺቼױ౨ᥛ༞֏ࢨᓍ࣍ᖞଡᑛ֗ᑛא؆ΔۖᑛਙࢌΕ
խ؇Ꭼ۩֗ࠡהᖲዌආ࠷հਙڕጹᜍൻਜࡉױޏ౨ྤயΔᑛؑױ౨սႊࢭ࠹ؑڍޓं೯Εੌ
೯ࢤΕᏝ֗ຄኞଅᙠΖᑛցԫࠄګഏױ౨ሔપΔףՂԫࠄګഏױ౨נᑛցࢨ۟ᑛցر
ᇞΔ݁ױ౨ᏺףᇠഏ୮ऱຄኞଅᙠ֗ࠐ۞ᇠഏ୮ऱ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔۖᇠഏ୮ֲ৵ऱࡳࢤࡉ
ᏺ९ࢨᄎ࠹ࠩ૿ऱᐙΖءഗ८ऱᏝଖࡉ।ױ౨ڂᑛ႘ٲᖲ్֒ۖ࠹ࠩૹՕፖլܓऱᐙΖ

9. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ભցຄኞؑഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
᜔ࠡאᇷข່֟67%ދᇷ࣍אભցࢨຏመຄኞൾཚ(ኙޱႪं೯ଅᙠऱ؆سՠࠠ)ኙޱऱࠡהຄ
ኞૠᏝऱຄኞؑ८ᘜՠࠠ(ܛຏൄڇຄኞؑ၇ᔄۖࠡᏝଖױᙟழᄷᒔ᠖ࡳऱཚࡳᠰܓࢨ௬೯ܓ
հੌ೯ปᖕ)Ζ
ءഗ८ऱދᇷิٽऱؓ݁ࡻየཚΔլױ၌ማ90 ֚Ζءഗ८ٍլױԵ၌ማ397 ֚թࠩཚऱ८ᘜปᖕΔ
ࢨ࣠ڕԵਙࢌᢞࠦ֗ࠡהֆ٥ᢞࠦΔঞࠡ塒Հࡻየཚլױ၌ማ2 ڣΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ

ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

0.30% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.10% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࠀॺཱིژ: ᎁءഗ८ऱैٝፖڇᎬ۩ࢨ൷࠹ཱིژֆ࣋ژᇷ८ࠀլઌٵΖጥֆڶࠀຂٚࢵא
ैᏝᦱैڃٝΔءഗ८ٍլ࠹ଉཽ८ᘜጥݝጥΖءഗ८ދᇷิٽऱᏝଖࢨᄎՀၓΔڼڂᎹՀءڇഗ
८ऱދᇷױ౨፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬຄኞؑՠࠠհ࿇۩Գױ౨ྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭֗ءഗ८ྤऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ؆ء
ഗ८ױ౨ྤऄࠡڃگᚨڶऱܓஒΖ
3. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
4. Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔءאഗ८ഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދ
ᇷΔױڼڂ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
5. ຄኞൾཚٌ࣐ॵհଅᙠ: ሎشسՠؘࠠآԫࡳפګΔءഗ८ࢨᄎؑڂൣउۖࢵીჾ؈Ζسՠ
ٍࠠ௫֗ᠰ؆ऱࡳଅᙠΔࠏڕᏝ᠖ࡳᙑᎄࢨ۷ଖլᅝΔ֗אسՠؘࠠآ౨ፖઌᣂᇷขΕܓ֗ਐ
ᑇݙ٤ઌᣂΖ

6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
8. ᑛᦞ႘೭ٲᖲଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬދᇷऱᢞࠦΔࠡڕ࿇۩Գ࣍مګםုࢨ࣍ۯᑛؑΔঞױ౨ࢭ࠹
ڶᣂދᇷଅᙠΖ࣍طᑛऱᆖᛎࡉ८ᘜܺቼױ౨ᥛ༞֏ࢨᓍ࣍ᖞଡᑛ֗ᑛא؆ΔۖᑛਙࢌΕ
խ؇Ꭼ۩֗ࠡהᖲዌආ࠷հਙڕጹᜍൻਜࡉױޏ౨ྤயΔᑛؑױ౨սႊࢭ࠹ؑڍޓं೯Εੌ
೯ࢤΕᏝ֗ຄኞଅᙠΖᑛցԫࠄګഏױ౨ሔપΔףՂԫࠄګഏױ౨נᑛցࢨ۟ᑛցر
ᇞΔ݁ױ౨ᏺףᇠഏ୮ऱຄኞଅᙠ֗ࠐ۞ᇠഏ୮ऱ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔۖᇠഏ୮ֲ৵ऱࡳࢤࡉ
ᏺ९ࢨᄎ࠹ࠩ૿ऱᐙΖءഗ८ऱᏝଖࡉ।ױ౨ڂᑛ႘ٲᖲ్֒ۖ࠹ࠩૹՕፖլܓऱᐙΖ
9. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᑛցຄኞؑഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ᑛց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
᜔ࠡאᇷข່֟67%ދᇷ࣍אᑛցࢨຏመຄኞൾཚ(ኙޱႪं೯ଅᙠऱ؆سՠࠠ)ኙޱऱࠡהຄ
ኞૠᏝऱຄኞؑ८ᘜՠࠠ(ܛຏൄڇຄኞؑ၇ᔄۖࠡᏝଖױᙟழᄷᒔ᠖ࡳऱཚࡳᠰܓࢨ௬೯ܓ
հੌ೯ปᖕ)Ζ
ءഗ८ऱދᇷิٽऱؓ݁ࡻየཚΔլױ၌ማ90 ֚Ζءഗ८ٍլױԵ၌ማ397 ֚թࠩཚऱ८ᘜปᖕΔ
ࢨ࣠ڕԵਙࢌᢞࠦ֗ࠡהֆ٥ᢞࠦΔঞࠡ塒Հࡻየཚլױ၌ማ2 ڣΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ

 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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7. Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ڶՕᠰຄኞପΔءڼڂഗ८ႊࢭ࠹ႪଅᙠΖઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)ऱૠଖຄኞױ
౨ࠀॺءഗ८ऱഗءຄኞΔڼڂຄኞႪऱߨႨױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖขسլܓऱᐙΖء࣍طഗ८ᗨᄕ
ڶऱຄኞପᒌؘآፖءഗ८ऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)յઌኙᚨΔڇຄኞߨႨլܓऱൣउՀΔءࠌܛഗ८ދᇷ
ऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)ऱᏝଖࠀآՀၓΔഗ८սױ౨፞࠹ૹՕჾ؈Δދڼڂᇷृٍױ౨፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ
8. ዋථଅᙠ: ءഗ८ऱ८ᘜسՠࠠދᇷऱᠰዋථֺ၌መࠡᇷขଖऱ100%ΖڇլܓऱؑउՀΔ
ຍױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱᇷขᔡ࠹ૹՕჾ؈ࢨ٤ᒌჾΖ
9. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨᇷ
ैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭
ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױ
ൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠދڶᇷऱ
ᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖࡳα݁
ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷ
ءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟֟ԫଡ
ִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ

ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ءഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾
۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.50% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ءഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ
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८ᘜسՠࠠऱሎش
ءഗ८ലՕၦދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠ܂ኙދࡉޱᇷشຜ(ࠏڕຄኞދᇷጥ֗ᗨᄕऱژᥛཚጥΔ֗໌ኙ࿇۩
Գऱދګٽᇷ)Δ܀ຍࠀլႛૻ࣍ࡳऱ८ᘜسՠࠠሎشฃΖᇠ८ᘜسՠࠠץױਔڇ؆֗/ࢨٌ࣐ࢬ
၇ᔄऱཚᦞΕཚຄΕᎁैᦞᢞΕൾཚٌ࣐ΕཚٽપΖءഗ८ױຘመሎش८ᘜسՠࠠขسዋථش܂Ζᖕ
ټᆠᑇᠰ᜔ࡉૠጩऄေ۷ऱቃૠዋථֺપءഗ८ᇷขଖऱ1000%Ζᖕࢭᖜऄေ۷ऱዋථֽؓΔڇૠ
֗ኙᔭ֗ኙڜޱඈ৵ፖټᆠऄઌฤΔቃૠપءഗ८ᇷขଖऱ0%-110%ΖቃૠዋථֺႛਐᑑΔࠀॺ
ጥૻᠰΖܑਢܓڇቃཚᄎՕ༏᧢ޏΔॾ၊ஒቃཚᄎՕ༏ឩខࢨگጹΔࢨؑं༏ᄕ܅հழΔቃૠዋථ
ֺࢨᄎለΖ

ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ
Ζދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհ႘೭ᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔڕႪ
ं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷհഏ୮հ
ଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլࡳΖ

2. ᦞഏࢬ࿇۩႘ࠦऱଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍ط࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᦞഏ֗ࠡਙࢌᖲዌࢬ࿇۩ऱ႘ࠦΖᙟထ࿇
୶խഏ୮ऱᦞഏ֗ਙࢌᖲዌऱߧ֗ڗ႘ֽؓ༼ΔࠡሔຂଅᙠٍᏺףΖڼڂΔຍࠄᦞഏ֗ਙࢌᖲዌࢬ
࿇۩ऱ႘ࠦऱေ్ٍױ౨Հ૾ΖڼڂΔދᇷ࣍ᇠ႘ࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹ለՕऱᏝं༏Δۖჾ؈ء८֗ܓஒऱଅᙠ
ٍለΖދᇷृࢨᄎ࠷ދࠐࠡ࣍֟ڃᇷᠰऱཱིႈΖ
3. ֆ႘ࠦ࿇۩Գଅᙠ: ءڇഗ८ࢬڶऱࡳஒᢞࠦऱֆ࿇۩ԳሔຂழΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ֆ႘ࠦ࿇۩Գ
ଅᙠΖڇᇠൣउՀΔءഗ८ؘآ౨ࠩگ႘ࠦܓஒ֗/ࢨ࠷ءڃ८Ζ
4. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ֘հ
ٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
5. ፖሎش८ᘜسՠࠠڶᣂऱଅᙠ: ءഗ८ലՕၦދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠ܂ኙދࡉޱᇷشຜΖᄗլ౨অᢞ८ᘜ
سՠࠠऱ।ᄎኙءഗ८ข૿إسऱش܂ΖڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ދᇷؘآ
யΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζދᇷ८ᘜسՠࠠᝫႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔΚ
ॾ၊ଅᙠ֗ኙֱ֫ଅᙠ±ءഗ८ૉᆖطኙֱ֫ࢨፖኙֱ֫ၞ۩८ᘜسՠٌ࣐ࠠΔലႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ڂᇷլࣂ႘
Εధขۖڂլ౨ᐌ۩ຂٚऱଅᙠΔࠀءחڼڂഗ८࠹ኙֱ֫ऱॾ၊౨Ժ֗ᐌ۩ࡉࠡګݙತ೭ຂٚऱ౨Ժ
ऱᐙΖኙֱ֫ऱٚ۶؈ຂ݁ױ౨ᖄીءഗ८፞࠹ತ೭ჾ؈Ζ
ੌ೯ࢤଅᙠ ± ٚ۶८ᘜسՠࠠ࣍ٚ۶ழଢ݁ױ౨ੌࠠ೯ࢤऱรԲؑΖءഗ८ױ౨ྤऄܓڶڇऱழၴ
ࢨܓڶאऱᏝנഇٌދᙩऱ८ᘜسՠࠠΔൕۖኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທګլܓऱᐙΖ
۷ଖଅᙠ ±ءഗ८ႊࢭ࠹८ᘜسՠࠠࡳᏝᙑᎄࢨ۷ଖլᅝऱଅᙠΔຍױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທګլܓऱᐙ
Ζ

ं೯ଅᙠ ± ८ᘜسՠࠠૉፖࠡઌᣂދᇷઌֺΔं೯࿓৫ለۖੌ೯ࢤለ܅Δຍױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທګլ
ܓऱᐙΖ
6. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్૾
్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔႊီء
ഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝၦैٝڶԳ
ܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᄅᘋؑ႘ࠦഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍Հ٨چءאຄኞࢨ؆ኞૠଖऱ႘ࠦΔ༈່ޣՕհ᜔ދᇷڃΔץਔܓ
ஒگԵΕᇷءᏺଖ֗ຄኞگ墿Κ(i)ط࿇୶խഏ୮ऱਙࢌࢨਙࢌᖲዌ࿇۩ࢨᖜঅऱ႘ࠦΔࢨ(ii)ط࿇୶խഏ
୮ऱֆ࿇۩Գ࿇۩ऱ႘ࠦΖ

ءഗ८ױലࠡᇷขऱ່ڍ20%ދᇷ࣍ᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦ/ਊ༿ᢞࠦΖءഗ८ދᇷ࣍႘ࠦࡉຄኞ(ၴ൷ຘ
መ८ᘜسՠࠠ)Ζءഗ८ᗨᄕڶऱຄኞପᒌؘآፖءഗ८ऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)յઌኙᚨΖ
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ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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7. ዋථଅᙠ: ءഗ८ऱ८ᘜسՠࠠދᇷऱᠰዋථֺ၌መࠡᇷขଖऱ100%ΖڇլܓऱؑउՀ
Δຍױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱᇷขᔡ࠹ૹՕჾ؈ࢨ٤ᒌჾΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ

ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ءഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾
۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

0.90% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.35% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ءഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ
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८ᘜسՠࠠऱሎش
ءഗ८ലՕၦދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠ܂ኙދࡉޱᇷشຜ(ࠏڕຄኞދᇷጥΔᗨᄕऱژᥛཚጥΔ֗໌
ኙ࿇۩Գऱދګٽᇷ)Δ܀ຍࠀլႛૻ࣍ࡳऱ८ᘜسՠࠠሎشฃΖᇠ८ᘜسՠࠠץױਔڇ
؆֗/ࢨٌ࣐ࢬ၇ᔄऱཚᦞΕཚຄΕᎁैᦞᢞΕൾཚٌ࣐ΕཚٽપΖءഗ८ױຘመሎش८ᘜسՠࠠ
ขسዋථش܂Ζᖕټᆠᑇᠰ᜔ࡉૠጩऄေ۷ऱቃૠዋථֺપءഗ८ᇷขଖऱ800%Ζᖕࢭᖜ
ऄေ۷ऱዋථֽؓΔڇૠ֗ኙᔭ֗ኙڜޱඈ৵ፖټᆠऄઌฤΔቃૠપءഗ८ᇷขଖऱ0%-270%Ζ
ቃૠዋථֺႛਐᑑΔࠀॺጥૻᠰΖܑਢܓڇቃཚᄎՕ༏᧢ޏΔॾ၊ஒቃཚᄎՕ༏ឩខࢨگ
ጹΔࢨؑं༏ᄕ܅հழΔቃૠዋථֺࢨᄎለΖ

ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીءഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢨᄎދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖૉࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦհ࿇۩Գྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭Δءഗ८ലྤ
ऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ
3. ቃבଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދڂᇷ႘ࠦ֗/ࢨ႘೭ՠࠠΔۖڶᖲᄎࢭ࠹ܓԫ؟Հᓳழ႘೭Գࢨਊ༿Գᚍᝫ႘೭
ऱଅᙠΰאܛለ܅ऱ۩ܓၞ۩٦ᘜᇷαΔۖڂ૰ࠌءഗ८ႊၞ۩٦ދᇷۖᛧለ܅ऱܓڃΖ
4. ፖሎش८ᘜسՠࠠڶᣂऱଅᙠ: ءഗ८ലՕၦދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠ܂ኙދࡉޱᇷشຜΖᄗլ౨অᢞ
८ᘜسՠࠠऱ।ᄎኙءഗ८ข૿إسऱش܂ΖڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ
/ދᇷؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζދᇷ८ᘜسՠࠠᝫႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔΚ
ॾ၊ଅᙠ֗ኙֱ֫ଅᙠ±ءഗ८ૉᆖطኙֱ֫ࢨፖኙֱ֫ၞ۩८ᘜسՠٌ࣐ࠠΔലႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ڂᇷ
լࣂ႘Εధขۖڂլ౨ᐌ۩ຂٚऱଅᙠΔࠀءחڼڂഗ८࠹ኙֱ֫ऱॾ၊౨Ժ֗ᐌ۩ࡉࠡګݙತ೭
ຂٚऱ౨ԺऱᐙΖኙֱ֫ऱٚ۶؈ຂ݁ױ౨ᖄીءഗ८፞࠹ತ೭ჾ؈Ζ
ੌ೯ࢤଅᙠ ± ٚ۶८ᘜسՠࠠ࣍ٚ۶ழଢ݁ױ౨ੌࠠ೯ࢤऱรԲؑΖءഗ८ױ౨ྤऄܓڶڇऱ
ழၴࢨܓڶאऱᏝנഇٌދᙩऱ८ᘜسՠࠠΔൕۖኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທګլܓऱᐙΖ
۷ଖଅᙠ ±ءഗ८ႊࢭ࠹८ᘜسՠࠠࡳᏝᙑᎄࢨ۷ଖլᅝऱଅᙠΔຍױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທګլܓऱ
ᐙΖ
ं೯ଅᙠ ± ८ᘜسՠࠠૉፖࠡઌᣂދᇷઌֺΔं೯࿓৫ለۖੌ೯ࢤለ܅Δຍױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖທ
ګլܓऱᐙΖ
5. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
6. Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ڶՕᠰຄኞପΔءڼڂഗ८ႊࢭ࠹ႪଅᙠΖઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)ऱૠଖຄኞ
ױ౨ࠀॺءഗ८ऱഗءຄኞΔڼڂຄኞႪऱߨႨױ౨ኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖขسլܓऱᐙΖء࣍طഗ८ᗨ
ᄕڶऱຄኞପᒌؘآፖءഗ८ऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)յઌኙᚨΔڇຄኞߨႨլܓऱൣउՀΔءࠌܛഗ८
ދᇷऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)ऱᏝଖࠀآՀၓΔഗ८սױ౨፞࠹ૹՕჾ؈Δދڼڂᇷृٍױ౨፞࠹ჾ؈Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᛩ႘ࠦഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ᆖิٽ៣ګഏਙࢌࢨ၌ഏ୮ᖲዌΰڕ
Ꭼ۩α࿇۩ࢨঅᢞհࡐࡳࢨ௬೯ஒᢞࠦ֗႘೭ՠࠠΰլ֟࣍ءഗ८ऱ60%αΔ܋ط۞א֗אངऱຄኞ
ૠଖհᔆై႘ࠦΔ༈່ޣՕհ᜔ދᇷڃΔץਔܓஒگԵΕᇷءᏺଖ֗ຄኞگ墿Ζ
ءഗ८ױലࠡᇷขऱ່ڍ20%ދᇷ࣍ᇷขࣂࢽᢞࠦ/ਊ༿ᢞࠦΖءഗ८ދᇷ࣍႘ࠦࡉຄኞ(ၴ൷ຘ
መ८ᘜسՠࠠ)Ζءഗ८ᗨᄕڶऱຄኞପᒌؘآፖءഗ८ऱઌᣂᇷข(ܛ႘ࠦ)յઌኙᚨΖءഗ८່ڍ
ױലࠡᇷขऱ5%ދᇷ࣍ױ᠏ᨃᢞࠦႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤ (UCITS)/ࢨࠡהႃ᧯ދᇷૠቤ (UCI) ऱۯ/ैٝΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.30% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.30% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીءഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢨᄎދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖૉࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦհ࿇۩Գྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭Δءഗ८ലྤ
ऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ
3. ቃבଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދڂᇷ႘ࠦ֗/ࢨ႘೭ՠࠠΔۖڶᖲᄎࢭ࠹ܓԫ؟Հᓳழ႘೭Գࢨਊ༿Գᚍᝫ႘೭
ऱଅᙠΰאܛለ܅ऱ۩ܓၞ۩٦ᘜᇷαΔۖڂ૰ࠌءഗ८ႊၞ۩٦ދᇷۖᛧለ܅ऱܓڃΖ

4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ؆Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔאഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދᇷ
Δױڼڂ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
6. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
7. ᑛᦞ႘೭ٲᖲଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬދᇷऱᢞࠦΔࠡڕ࿇۩Գ࣍مګםုࢨ࣍ۯᑛؑΔঞױ౨ࢭ࠹
ڶᣂދᇷଅᙠΖ࣍طᑛऱᆖᛎࡉ८ᘜܺቼױ౨ᥛ༞֏ࢨᓍ࣍ᖞଡᑛ֗ᑛא؆ΔۖᑛਙࢌΕ
խ؇Ꭼ۩֗ࠡהᖲዌආ࠷հਙڕጹᜍൻਜࡉױޏ౨ྤயΔᑛؑױ౨սႊࢭ࠹ؑڍޓं೯Εੌ
೯ࢤΕᏝ֗ຄኞଅᙠΖᑛցԫࠄګഏױ౨ሔપΔףՂԫࠄګഏױ౨נᑛցࢨ۟ᑛցر
ᇞΔ݁ױ౨ᏺףᇠഏ୮ऱຄኞଅᙠ֗ࠐ۞ᇠഏ୮ऱ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔۖᇠഏ୮ֲ৵ऱࡳࢤࡉ
ᏺ९ࢨᄎ࠹ࠩ૿ऱᐙΖءഗ८ऱᏝଖࡉ।ױ౨ڂᑛ႘ٲᖲ్֒ۖ࠹ࠩૹՕፖլܓऱᐙΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᑛցڃ႘ࠦഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ᑛց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍אᑛց࿇۩հگ墿႘ࠦΔ༈່ޣՕհ᜔ދᇷڃ
ΔץਔܓஒگԵΕᇷءᏺଖ֗ຄኞگ墿Ζ
ءഗ८ࢨᄎࠌشຄኞسՠࠠΔ܀ႛ܂ኙؾޱऱΖ
ءഗ८ܓشܓױسՠࠠ֗ॾ၊سՠࠠ܂ኙ֗ޱயጥދᇷิٽऱشຜΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

0.90% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.30% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢨᄎދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖૉࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦհ࿇۩Գྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭Δءഗ८ലྤ
ऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ
3. ቃבଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދڂᇷ႘ࠦ֗/ࢨ႘೭ՠࠠΔۖڶᖲᄎࢭ࠹ܓԫ؟Հᓳழ႘೭Գࢨਊ༿Գᚍᝫ႘೭
ऱଅᙠΰאܛለ܅ऱ۩ܓၞ۩٦ᘜᇷαΔۖڂ૰ࠌءഗ८ႊၞ۩٦ދᇷۖᛧለ܅ऱܓڃΖ

4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ؆Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔאഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދᇷΔڂ
ױڼ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
6. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
7. ᑛᦞ႘೭ٲᖲଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢬދᇷऱᢞࠦΔࠡڕ࿇۩Գ࣍مګםုࢨ࣍ۯᑛؑΔঞױ౨ࢭ࠹
ڶᣂދᇷଅᙠΖ࣍طᑛऱᆖᛎࡉ८ᘜܺቼױ౨ᥛ༞֏ࢨᓍ࣍ᖞଡᑛ֗ᑛא؆ΔۖᑛਙࢌΕ
խ؇Ꭼ۩֗ࠡהᖲዌආ࠷հਙڕጹᜍൻਜࡉױޏ౨ྤயΔᑛؑױ౨սႊࢭ࠹ؑڍޓं೯Εੌ
೯ࢤΕᏝ֗ຄኞଅᙠΖᑛցԫࠄګഏױ౨ሔપΔףՂԫࠄګഏױ౨נᑛցࢨ۟ᑛցر
ᇞΔ݁ױ౨ᏺףᇠഏ୮ऱຄኞଅᙠ֗ࠐ۞ᇠഏ୮ऱ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔۖᇠഏ୮ֲ৵ऱࡳࢤࡉ
ᏺ९ࢨᄎ࠹ࠩ૿ऱᐙΖءഗ८ऱᏝଖࡉ।ױ౨ڂᑛ႘ٲᖲ్֒ۖ࠹ࠩૹՕፖլܓऱᐙΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᑛցֆ႘ࠦഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ᑛց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑመދᇷ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷข࣍אՀאᑛցۯऱࡐࡳࢨ௬೯ஒދᇷ్ܑ႘ࠦΔ༈
ࡳޣཚگ墿֗ᇷءᏺଖΚ
(i) ᑛցਙࢌ࿇۩ࢨঅᢞհ႘ࠦΔࢨ
(ii) ᑛࢨॺᑛֆ࿇۩Δڇ܀ᑛٌ࣐ؑΔኙֆࢬᆖᛜऱ۩ᄐࠀྤٚ۶ૻࠫऱ႘ࠦΖ
ءഗ८ܓشܓױسՠࠠ֗ॾ၊سՠࠠ܂ኙ֗ޱயጥދᇷิٽऱشຜΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.30% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.35% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։ᔭ
ڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥଉ
ཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ܓଅᙠ: ءഗ८հᇷขଖല࠹ܓं೯ऱᐙΖᅝܓՀᓳΔࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦऱؑଖലઌᚨՂ֒Δ
֘հٍྥΔܓՂ֒ᄎᖄીءഗ८ऱދᇷ྇ଖΖ
2. ॾ၊ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ࢨᄎދᇷ࣍ࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦΖૉࡐࡳگ墿ᢞࠦհ࿇۩Գྤऄᐌ۩ࠡᆠ೭Δءഗ८ലྤ
ऄދࠡڃگᇷΖ
3. ቃבଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދڂᇷ႘ࠦ֗/ࢨ႘೭ՠࠠΔۖڶᖲᄎࢭ࠹ܓԫ؟Հᓳழ႘೭Գࢨਊ༿Գᚍᝫ႘೭
ऱଅᙠΰאܛለ܅ऱ۩ܓၞ۩٦ᘜᇷαΔۖڂ૰ࠌءഗ८ႊၞ۩٦ދᇷۖᛧለ܅ऱܓڃΖ
4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ؆Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔאഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދᇷ
Δױڼڂ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ

6. ૾్ଅᙠ: ދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦױ౨ࢭ࠹૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦऱଅᙠΖڕᢞࠦࢨᢞࠦ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ေ్
૾్Δءഗ८ڇᇠᢞࠦऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨࠹ࠩլܓऱᐙΖڶᣂދᇷᆖױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΔ
ႊီءഗ८ऱދᇷؾᑑۖࡳΖૉދᇷ్ܑᢞࠦ૾్ދڻᇷ్ܑᢞࠦΔءഗ८ऱڶᣂދᇷᆖڇᘝ
ၦैٝڶԳܓ墿հՀΔױ౨ࣿഇࢨլࣿഇᇠᢞࠦΖ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᛩױ᠏ང႘ࠦഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ᑛց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመދᇷ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷข࣍چٺאհैปઌᣂᢞࠦհױ᠏ང႘ࠦΔ༈ޣ९
ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ॺאᑛցૠጩհދᇷΔലၞ۩ߓอࢤኙޱΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.70% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ԫ۩ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓ
ऱႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
3. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ

4. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
5. ؆Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔאഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދᇷΔڂ
ױڼ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ֽઆᛩഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ᑛց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑԯຘመല۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ᥬڇψֽ೭ω۩ᄐհֆհैปΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷء
ᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८ኧٽತ೭֗ॺತ೭ᄷঞऱᙇै࿓ݧΔਗᙇਊᛜᄐᠰૠጩΔ۟֟ڶ25%հᄐ೭ፖόֽ೭ύڶᣂ
ऱֆ܂ދᇷኙွΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.60% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ഏΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃ
խଅᙠΖ
2. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍ഏΰ࿇୶խഏ୮αࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇
୶խഏ୮ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂ
հଅᙠΔڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ
؆ࠐދᇷհഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए
֗षᄎլࡳΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱഏΰ࿇୶
խഏ୮αΖދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛
ীֆհैปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ഏഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

೫ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi Singapore Limited
(ᄅࡕףΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ
Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ

ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ഏैปٌ࣐ࢬհैปΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८ދᇷृ༼ࠎԫଡፖഏैปؑ࿇୶հຜஉΔދᇷᆖᄎᙇᖗ౨ᐖऑ֘ਠഏᆖᛎհՂؑै
ปΖءഗ८ץਔދᇷᆖᎁڶᑨᔆሒીઆܓᏺ९ΔۖԾࠠໂጥ֗ತਙᇷᄭאሒીڼᏺ९հֆ
ࢬ࿇۩հैٝΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ࢮԭભΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓ
ऱႃխଅᙠΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ (ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫࢤ
ၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩լ
ᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ

7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱᄅᘋഏ୮Ζ
ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհै
ปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ࢮԭભैปഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८ຘመലދᇷ։ཋ࣍լچٵ֗۩ᄐհᢞࠦΔࠀല۟֟Կ։հԲऱᇷขދᇷ࣍ࢮԭભैป֗ैป
㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣխᒵᇷءᏺଖΖڇኙैปؑհፖ࠹ૻࠫࢨԱሒીயދᇷิٽጥհൣउՀΔᇠ
ދᇷױຘመፖᖇᢞנ܂Ζ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.70% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ឌഏΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃ
խଅᙠΖ
2. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
3. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
4. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ឌഏഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ឌഏैปΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ދᇷᆖᙇᖗጟᣊڍց֏ऱՂؑᢞࠦΔ֘ঁאਠឌഏᆖᛎऱᐖऑᏆΖءഗ८ץਔދᇷᆖᎁڶ
ᑨᔆሒીઆܓᏺ९ΔۖԾࠠໂጥ֗ತਙᇷᄭאሒࠩຍଡؾऱհֆࢬ࿇۩ऱᢞࠦΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ٱ৫֗۩ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮֗۩ᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊ
ࢭ࠹ޓऱႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱ࿇୶խഏ୮
Ζދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհ
ैปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ٱ৫ഗ৬ഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ᥬڇၞ۩ૹิհഗ৬ਜ۩ᄐࢨፖհઌᣂհٱ
৫ֆऱैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΚ
í౨ᄭ
íሽಛ
íሎᙁ
íֽ೭
íറ॰ऱഗ৬ᘜᇷᖲዌΖ
íறֆ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ٱ৫Δፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃ
խଅᙠΖ
2. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱ࿇୶խഏ୮
Ζދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհ
ैปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ٱ৫ഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡԿ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ٱ৫հैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ދᇷᆖലᙇᖗጟᣊڍց֏ऱՂؑᢞࠦΔ֘ঁאਠٱ৫ᆖᛎऱᐖऑᏆΖءഗ८ץਔދᇷᆖᎁ
ڶᑨᔆሒીઆܓᏺ९ΔۖԾࠠໂጥ֗ತਙᇷᄭאሒࠩຍଡؾऱհֆࢬ࿇۩ऱᢞࠦΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
2. ދᇷ࣍ൄᕋխഏऱֆ֗௫֗խഏދᇷऱֆऱଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ൄᕋ࣍խഏ֗/ࢨ௫֗խഏދᇷऱֆΔ
ڇ࣍طਙएΕ࿔೭ΕᆖᛎΕ؆ႪΕੌ೯ࢤ֗ጥֱ૿ࢬ૿ኙऱଅᙠለՕైڂהࠡ֗אΔႊࢭ࠹ઌֺ࣍ለ
࿇୶ؑޓՕऱჾଅᙠΖ
3. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ՕխဎچΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լچٵऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓ
ऱႃխଅᙠΖ
4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶ֗ޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ᇷ८ଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠ
ΖڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹
؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. խഏAै֗Bैؑऱދᇷଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍խഏAै֗Bैؑڕፖދᇷ࣍ለ࿇ሒؑઌֺΔࢨᄎޓڂ
ऱਙएΕ࿔೭ΕᆖᛎΕ؆ႪΕੌ೯ࢤΕጥΕᄎૠ֗ܧଅᙠۖైڂ௫֗ለՕऱჾ؈ଅᙠΖԫۖߢ
Δፖ࿇ሒؑઌֺΔխഏAै֗Bैؑऱؑं༏ለՕΕٌګၦለ܅Εਙࢌຄኞ܋ངጥࠫ֗Ⴊֲ৵
ं೯ڍޓΖءഗ८ٍױ౨ႊࢭ࠹ፖ۩խഏ࿔ऄڶᣂऱଅᙠΖܑਢΔءഗ८ױ౨ႊᢆבխഏᇷءᏺଖ
࿔(ױ౨ࠠڶಳᄩԺ)Ζᦹ࣍ءഗ८ࠀॺՕၦދᇷ࣍խഏAै֗BैΔழࠀآ༉ᇠ࿔ႈנ܂ᐸໂΖڕႊᢆ
בᇠ࿔ႈΔڶᣂ࿔ཱིലൕءഗ८ऱᇷขڬೈΔຍኙءഗ८ऱᏝଖᄎທګլܓऱᐙΖދᇷृࢨᄎڼڂ፞
࠹ჾ؈Ζ
6. ދᇷ࣍ࠡהഗ८ऱଅᙠ: ኙխഏAैऱދᇷਢຘመދᇷ࣍խഏAैދᇷഗ८Ζೈءഗ८࠷گऱ၄ش
ࡉ֭נ؆Δދᇷ࣍ᇠઌᣂഗ८௫֗ᠰ؆၄شΔױ౨ץਔᇠઌᣂഗ८࠷گऱ၄ء֗אנ֭ࡉشഗ८ڇ
ᎁࢨᦱڃᇠઌᣂഗ८ழႊ֭בऱ၄شΖڼ؆Δࠀլ౨অᢞઌᣂഗ८ߩךڶऱੌ೯ᇷ८ᚨנ༼ࢬבऱ
ᦱڃޣΔٍྤऄঅᢞઌᣂഗ८ԫࡳ౨פګሒીࠡދᇷؾᑑ֗ฃΖءڕഗ८ދᇷ࣍ءطഗ८ऱދᇷᆖ
ࢨࠡᣂຑԳՓࢬጥऱઌᣂഗ८Δױ౨ขسᑨڇऱܓ墿ᓢડΖ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
Օխဎഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گԵ
խ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאી
ءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖൕ
ᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟Ζ

ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍Հ٨ֆ࿇۩հैปΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΚ(i)࣍ଉཽᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬՂؑ
Δࠡࢨچםုࠡᄐ೭چរଉཽࢨխဎԳا٥ࡉഏΙࢨ (ii)࣍آଉཽ(ࠏڕᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬ)ՂؑΔ
א܀խဎԳا٥ࡉഏࢨഗࢨچၞ۩Օຝٝᄐ೭Ζءഗ८ኙխഏAै֗խഏBैऱ᜔ދᇷᠰ(ຘመऴ
൷֗ၴ൷ދᇷ)լױ၌ማࠡᇷขऱ10%ΖኙխഏAैऱދᇷਢຘመދᇷ࣍խഏAैދᇷഗ८Ζኙխഏ
Bैऱދᇷঞຘመऴ൷ދᇷ࣍խഏBैΖءڕഗ८ֲ৵ኙխഏAै֗խഏBैऱދᇷ၌ማࠡᇷขऱ
10%Δലٻଉཽैࣟ࿇֟۟נԫଡִऱࠃ٣ຏवΔଉཽ࿇ഇ֮ٙ(ץਔଉཽᎅࣔ֗ขᇷறᄗ)ലղ
אઌᚨޓᄅΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լᔞ*ش

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

* ءഗ८լւैٝհ᠏ང(᠏Ե֗᠏)נ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ࣍խࣟچॺקڂਙएᆖᛎणउऱᠰ؆ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍խࣟچॺקΔທګխࣟؑॺקൣउ
լڍڶጟڂΔࠏڕਙࢌࢨ૨ֱտԵެመ࿓ΕஎࢠᆠΕषᄎ೯ᛯΕᄕጤᆠࢨፖᔣഏ࿇سᑅኙൣ
उΖڶڕᑅኙࠃਚᡨ࿇Δءഗ८ױ౨ᄎۖڂ፞࠹ૹՕჾ؈Ζਬࠄഏ୮ऱᄕጤิ៣ԫٻຟֱ֘۫ऱم
Δࠀ֘ኙၲ࣋ഏ୮ղ؆ഏދᇷΖૉڼ۩೯ऱႨԺֲ݇Δᄎኙءഗ८ऱދᇷ೯ທګլऱᐙΖ
ڇխࣟچॺקΔؑױ౨ࡲڂඒᐜࠢۖڶᑇ֚ຨؑΔཚၴലլᄎᎁࡉᦱڃΖڼ؆Δᒔኔऱຨؑ
ֲཚױ౨ᄎॺڇൄழၴհছթव൜Ζ
ءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խࣟچॺקऱैปΖڇխࣟچॺקΔഗ࣍ैปٌ࣐ࢬࠫૻڶऱၲ࣋ழၴΕా༏ᒤ
ऱދᇷृΔڶ֗אઌኙֺࠏऱؑଖႃխ࣍ઌኙ֟ᑇऱैࣟ֫խΔਚՂؑैٝؑڇऱੌຏ࿓৫࠹ࠩ
ૻࠫΖٌދၦԫ࣍܅࿇୶ለګᑵऱैปؑΔۖैปऱੌ೯ࢤԫՈለ܅Ζ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ(ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫࢤ
ၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩լ
ᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
խࣟॺקഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂
Δޢ܀ਣཚ֗ءഗ८ڶऱՕຝ։ᢞࠦ
ຏൄᤜᏝհؑຨؑհֲլ൷࠹ᎁ֗ᦱ
ڃΖ

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ຘመല᜔ࠡᇷข۟֟67%ދᇷ࣍ڇխࣟॺקഏ୮ऱᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬՂؑऱխࣟॺקֆऱैٝΔ༈ڃ᜔ޣ
Ζै࣠ڕปؑհፖ࠹ૻࠫࢨԱሒીڶயދᇷิٽጥΔᇠދᇷױၴ൷ຘመፖᖇᢞנ܂Ζ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ᄅᘋഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍ᄅᘋഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹ᄅᘋഏ୮ଅᙠΖ
ދᇷ࣍ᄅᘋഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖᄅᘋഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔڕႪं೯
Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷհഏ୮հଅ
ᙠΔ֗אፖᄅᘋഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլࡳΖ
2. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
3. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱᄅᘋഏ୮Ζ
ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհै
ปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለۖ௫֗ለ࿓৫հଅᙠΖ
4. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ (ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫ
ࢤၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩
լᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ

6. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᄅᘋؑഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ᑛΕࠅΕભࢨॺᄅᘋഏ୮ऱֆհैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕ (ࠏ
ڕᎁैᦞᢞΕᎁᦞ)Δ༈ޣ၌။ψMSCI Emerging Markets Freeωਐᑇऱ।Ζڇኙैปؑհ
ፖ࠹ૻࠫࢨԱሒીயދᇷิٽጥհൣउՀΔᇠދᇷױၴ൷ຘመፖᖇᢞנ܂Ζ
ڇၞ۩ᗨᄕ֗ഗءऱދᇷิٽጥհՀΔലٽԿՕฃၞ۩ᙇैΚچ։(ഏ୮ᙇ࠷)Εٺഏ۩ᄐ։
֗ैปᙇ࠷Ζ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍୮அΕދچءᇷ֗ഗ৬࿇୶ႈ۩ؾᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐ
ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃխଅᙠΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ (ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫ
ࢤၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩
լᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱ࿇୶խഏ୮
Ζދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհ
ैปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᄅᘋؑփᏁഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ
Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ

ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հދᇷؾᑑຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱֆհैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣ९
ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖڇኙैปؑհፖ࠹ૻࠫࢨԱሒીயދᇷิٽጥհൣउՀΔᇠދᇷױຘመፖ
ᖇᢞנ܂Ζ

ދᇷࢬᙅ༛ऱᙇैᑓڤΔਢᙇᖗ࠹༡࣍ᄅᘋഏ୮ऱ୮அΕދچءᇷ֗ഗ৬࿇୶ႈؾᏁޣᏺ९լឰ
ऱֆैปΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ֣࣍۫Δፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃ
խଅᙠΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ (ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫ
ࢤၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩
լᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱᄅᘋഏ୮Ζ
ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհै
ปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
֣۫ഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ሙ܉լ۩ٵᄐऱ֣۫ैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣխᒵᇷءᏺଖ
Ζڇኙैปؑհፖ࠹ૻࠫࢨԱሒીயދᇷิٽጥհൣउՀΔᇠދᇷױຘመፖᖇᢞנ܂Ζ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
3. ं೯ଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױ౨ࢭ࠹ैปؑհं೯ଅᙠΔױۖڂ౨ᄎנՕ༏Ꮭ᧢೯Ζီދࠡᇷؾᑑۖ
ࡳΔءഗ८հ।ױ౨࠹ैؑհՕ༏ं೯ऱ૿ᐙΖ
4. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱ࿇୶խഏ୮
Ζދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհ
ैปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ

5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ࠅഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ࠅؑΰֲءೈ؆αհֆऱैป֗ैป㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣ९
ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.50% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
2. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ࣟতࠅഏ୮ᜤᅩΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լٵഏ୮ऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ
࠹ޓऱႃխଅᙠΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ፖᖇᢞऱࡳଅᙠ: ፖᖇᢞ (ڼ༊ԵڤسՠࠠΔᨃދᇷृױၴ൷ދᇷڇૉեڶᓤᠧࢨૻࠫ
ࢤၞԵࡳऱᄅᘋഏ୮ؑՂؑऱᢞࠦ)ࢨႊࢭ࠹ኙֱ֫ଅᙠΔܛ࿇۩ᇠᖇᢞऱᆖધΕٌ࣐ࢨᎬ۩
լᄎᐌ۩ࠡᖕᖇᢞऱપࡳຂٚऱଅᙠΖ
7. խ՛ীֆհଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ױ౨ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆمࣥऱᄅᘋഏ୮Ζ
ދᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհڃױ౨ለΔױٍ܀౨࣍طֆଙຨࢨధขऱଅᙠለ֗࣍طխ՛ীֆհै
ปٌ࣐ၦለ֟Δࢬދאᇷ࣍խ՛ীֆհैปڇᏝՂं༏ଅᙠለΖ
8. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ࣟ࠰ྡྷរؑഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
(ଉཽΔփຝ᠏)

೫ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi Singapore Limited
(ᄅࡕףΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ
Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ

ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८ຘመދᇷ࣍ࣟᅩഏ୮հֆࠐ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ

ءഗ८ᄎലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ࣟ࣍ۯতࠅഏ୮ᜤᅩګഏհֆऱैปΖڇኙैปؑհፖ
࠹ૻࠫհൣउՀΔᇠދᇷױຘመैป㾣ปᖕ(ץਔፖᖇᢞ)נ܂Ζ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍౨ᄭΕ႓८ࡉढற۩ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८
ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
3. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ

5. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ऱ౨ᄭΕ႓८ࡉढற۩
ᄐࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶
խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫ
ൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷհഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕ
Օၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլࡳΖ
6. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᛩᇷᄭഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८հؾᑑຘመല۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷᥬڇ౨ᄭΕ႓८֗ढற۩ᄐհᛩֆհैป֗ैป
㾣ปᖕΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ԫ۩ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓ
ऱႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
3. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ

4. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΕੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΕኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮ࠀױ౨ࢭ࠹࿇୶խഏ୮
ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷઌᣂհଅᙠΔ
ڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլࠫૻٵ؆ࠐދᇷ
հഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉਙए֗षᄎլ
ࡳΖ
6. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᛩልᄐഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ءഗ८ຘመലࠡ۟֟Կ։հԲᇷขދᇷ࣍ᥬڇልᄐ(ץਔᒜढΕֽ࣠ΕᓋလΕॅறΕᥒߓอ֗/ࢨል
ౙໂسขᄐΕఌडΕሎᙁΕဿ֗ژ/ࢨል܂ढ၇ᔄ)հᛩֆհԫߓ٨ैปΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
Θٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ
1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍ᚾ၄ຄ֗ࣚ೭۩ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ
८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ᚾ၄ຄ֗ࣚ೭۩ᄐऱދᇷଅᙠ: ءഗ८ലދᇷऱᚾ၄ຄ֗ࣚ೭۩ᄐऱދᇷႈؾᏝଖৰױ
౨࠹ᛩؑ֗ᆖᛎणउᐙΖ࣍ط၄ृڇᆖᛎՀᄶཚၴຏൄᄎ྇֟ᚾຄ֗ࣚ೭ऱ၄Δ૿ኙؑ
֗ᆖᛎಭቼΔءഗ८ऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨Օ༏ՀၓΖڼ؆Δދᇷ࣍ԫ۩ᄐᄎለދᇷ࣍௫֗լٵᆖᛎܑ
ऱᐖऑᢞࠦߓ٨ࢭ࠹ለऱႃխଅᙠ֗ੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΖ
3. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
4. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ
5. Ⴊଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױᖕૻ֗ࠏֺ᧢ױᠰΔءאഗ८ഗءຄኞհ؆ࠡהຄኞૠၦհᏝଖ֗ՠࠠၞ۩ދ
ᇷΔױڼڂ౨ࢭ࠹Ⴊ᧢೯հଅᙠΖ
6. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
ᚌ။سഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ
ತ೭ڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵:ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
ᗝཤ८ᘜᄐጥࡡᄎ(Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier)Ζ

ؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃ
ຘመല᜔ࠡᇷข۟֟67%ދᇷ࣍ൕࠃᚾ၄ຄ֗ࣚ೭۩ᄐࠀڇ٤ٚ۶ഏ୮ऱᢞٌ࣐ࠦࢬՂ
ؑऱֆࢬ࿇۩ऱैٝΔ༈ޣ९ᒵᇷءᏺଖΖ
ءഗ८լᄎᐖऑދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠދ܂ᇷشຜΖ
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ދᇷءഗ८௫֗ୌࠄ၄گ֗ش၄?
ᎹՀࢨႊᢆבऱگ၄
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆאבՀ၄شΖ
၄ش

८ᠰ

ᎁ၄

լ࣍ڍᎁᠰऱ4.50%

᠏ང၄

լ࣍ڍ᠏ངᠰऱ1.00%

ᦱڃ၄

ڶ

ഗ८ᥛᢆבऱ၄ش
אՀگ၄ലൕءഗ८խڬೈΔᎹՀऱދᇷڃലᄎ֟྇ۖڂΖ
گڣޢ၄(۾ഗ८᜔ଖۍ։ֺ)
ጥ၄

1.85% (່)

অጥ၄

ץਔ۩ڇਙ၄شփ

।၄

լᔞش

۩ਙ၄

0.40% (່)

ࠡה၄ش
ഗ८ैٌ࣐ٝࢨႊᢆהࠡב၄شΖءഗ८ٍലࢭᖜᎅࣔࢬ૪ऴ൷ូ᥆࣍ءഗ८ऱ၄شΖ

ࠡהᇷற
 ٌ࣐࣍ኲַழၴܛՀ֑նழ(ଉཽழၴ)ࢨհছᆖଉཽ၇ᔄਐقऱଉཽࣚ೭ࠎᚨCACEIS Hong
Kong Limitedݔگऱैٝᎁ֗ᦱڃޣΔԫਊءഗ८ᙟ৵᠖ࡳऱᇷขଖച۩Ζދᇷृࡵ᠃ಖΔ։
ᔭڶٺլٵऱኲַழၴΔᓮఎრլٵ։ᔭऱٌ࣐ኲַழၴΖ
 ءഗ ८  ޢ ڇԫ ᛜ ᄐ ֲ ૠ ጩ ᇷ ข  ଖ ֗ ֆ  ै ܉ٝ Ꮭ  Ζ ᇡ ൣ ᓮ ោ ᥦ  אՀ ጻ ీ
http://www.amundi.com/hkg/home_prod_offr *֗ີ:πতဎڰρ֗πॾρΖ
 መװԼԲଡִऱैஒګ։ᇷற (ܛൕ(i)ױ։گԵ֗(ii)ᇷב֭ءऱઌኙཱིᠰ)ֱࣟٻױႪᇷขጥ
ଉཽૻڶֆᔹΔٍא࣍ױՀጻీᔹᥦΚhttp://www.amundi.com/hkg*Ζ
*Ղ૪ጻీࠀآᆖᢞᄎᐉுΖ

ૹ༼ق
ᎹՀڶڕጊംΔᚨᘬᇬറᄐრߠΖ
ᢞᄎኙءᄗऱփ୲ࠀլࢭᖜٚ۶ຂٚΔኙࠡᄷᒔࢤࢨݙᖞࢤٍլנ܂ٚ۶ຫ૪Ζ
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ءഗ८ڶୌࠄଅᙠ?
ދᇷ௫֗ଅᙠΖᓮᔹᎅࣔΔԱᇞଅᙠైڂᇷறΖ

1. ႃխଅᙠ: ءഗ८ႃխދᇷ࣍८ᄐΔፖለ։ཋދᇷ࣍լ۩ٵᄐऱഗ८ઌֺΔءഗ८ࢨႊࢭ࠹ޓऱ
ႃխଅᙠΖ
2. ۩ᄐଅᙠ: ءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍႓८֗ࠡה၆८᥆ᄐ೭ֆΖൕࠃ႓८֗၆८᥆ᄐ೭ऱֆऱैᏝ࠹႓
८֗ࠡה၆८᥆ᏝᐙΖຍࠄᏝױ౨ڇཚփՕ༏ं೯Δאી႓८֗ࠡה၆८᥆۩ᄐհैᏝለࠡה
ᣊܑދᇷऱं༏ՕΖދᇷृދڕᇷ࣍ᄐֆऱᢞࠦΔᚨࣹრᄐᆖᛜऱቃཚኂࡎڶٺլٵΖᖑڶቃ
ཚኂࡎऱऱᄐֆΔૉፖᖑڶቃཚኂࡎ९ऱृઌֺΔছृհᢞࠦऱᏝं༏ለՕΖ
3. ࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠ: ᖕءഗ८ऱؾᑑ֗ދᇷฃΔءഗ८ലދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮հᄐֆױࠀ౨ႊࢭ
࠹࿇୶խഏ୮ଅᙠΖދᇷ࣍࿇୶խഏ୮࿇۩Գհᢞࠦ௫֗ەᐞ֗ైڂଅᙠΔץਔፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ދᇷ
ઌᣂհଅᙠΔڕႪं೯Εދᇷ࣍ᇷؑءለ՛Εੌ೯ࢤૻڶΕለᏝं೯Εٌ࣐֗൳ࠫൣउլٵ
ૻࠫ؆ࠐދᇷհഏ୮հଅᙠΔ֗אፖ࿇୶խഏ୮ऱᆖᛎઌᣂհଅᙠΔץਔຏ֗ܓΕՕၦ؆႘ࡉ
ਙए֗षᄎլࡳΖ
4. ैปଅᙠ: ދᇷ࣍ཏຏै֗ࠡءैהᢞࠦࢬࢭ࠹ऱؑଅᙠΔመԫऴࠐለ႘ࠦ֗ࠡࡳהஒᢞࠦޓ
ऱᏝं༏Ζ
5. ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠॵհଅᙠ: ءഗ८ױၞ۩ኙڶࡉޱயދᇷิٽጥۖދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠΖ
ދᇷ࣍८ᘜسՠࠠႊࢭ࠹ᠰ؆ଅᙠΔץਔ࿇۩Գऱॾ၊ଅᙠΔੌ೯ࢤଅᙠΔኙֱ֫ଅᙠ֗۷ଖଅᙠΖ
ڇլܓऱؑउՀΔءഗ८ሎش८ᘜسՠࠠၞ۩ኙޱ/ڶயދᇷิٽጥؘآயΔءഗ८ࢨᄎ፞࠹؎
ᠰჾ؈Ζ
6. ؑଅᙠ: ءഗ८ދᇷհᏝଖױ౨࣍ط८ᘜؑհ᧢೯ۖ྇֟Ζءഗ८ऱᏝଖאױᄕ৫ं೯Δۖڇ
ཚփՕ༏ՀၓΖᎹՀऱދᇷᏝଖױ౨፞࠹؎ᠰჾ؈Ζ

7. ൕᇷैב֭ءஒऱઌᣂଅᙠ: ༉ஒैٝᣊܑۖߢΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳءאഗ८ऱگԵࢨ
ᇷैב֭ءஒΖڼ؆ΔֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८಼ױൣެࡳൕ᜔گԵխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖ
Ե/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔאીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔ
ᎾՂױൕᇷैב֭ءஒΖאᇷैב֭ءஒઌᅝ࣍ಯᝫࢨ༼࠷ދᇷृຝ։ڶհދᇷࢨٚ۶ូ᥆࣍ᇠڶ
ދᇷऱᇷگء墿Ζٚ۶௫֗ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒࢨኔᎾՂൕءഗ८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒΰီൣउۖ
ࡳα݁ױᖄીءഗ८ैޢᇷขଖܛழ྇֟ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ޏޓױൕءഗ८ऱᇷࢨءኔᎾՂൕءഗ
८ऱᇷءխ֭ैבஒऱஒਙΔ܀ႊᆖᢞᄎࠃ٣ޅΖڶᣂஒਙ᧢ޏΔ࠹ᐙऱैࣟᄎᛧ࿇۟
֟ԫଡִࠃ٣ຏवΖ

ءഗ८ࠎ༼ܡڶঅᢞ?
ءഗ८ࠀլ༼ࠎٚ۶অᢞΖᎹՀؘآ౨࠷ދڃᇷء८Ζ
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ขᇷறᄗ
८ഗ८
(ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८)
2014ڣ4ִ

࿇۩Գ:ֱࣟႪᇷขጥଉཽૻڶֆ
ءᄗ༼ࠎءഗ८ऱૹᇷறΖ
ءᄗਢᎅࣔऱԫຝ։Ζ
ᓮ֎ᖇءᄗދנ܂ᇷެࡳΖ

ᇷறঁᥦ
ጥֆ:

Amundi Luxembourg S.A.

ދᇷᆖ:

Amundi (ऄഏΔփຝ᠏)

ಜጥԳ:

CACEIS Bank Luxembourg S.A.

ഗءຄኞ:

ભց

ٌ࣐᙮യ࿓৫:

ஒਙ:

ஒैٝ: ૉ܉ஒΔല֭ैבஒ#

(ֲޢᗝཤऱᎬ۩ၲ॰ᛜᄐऱᖞଡՠ)֚܂

ีᗨैٝ: լᄎ܉ஒ
#ֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८ױ٤ᦞ಼ൣެࡳൕءഗ८ऱگԵ֗/ࢨᇷैב֭ءஒΔࢨൕ᜔گ

Եխ֭ैבஒۖٵழ࣍/ൕءഗ८ऱᇷءಖԵ/֭ءבഗ८٤ຝࢨຝ։၄נ֭֗شΔ
אીءഗ८ैב֭܂شஒऱױ։گԵᏺףΔۖءڼڂഗ८ኔᎾՂױൕᇷב֭ء
ैஒΖൕᇷء։ैஒࢨኔᎾՂൕᇷैב֭ءஒױ౨ᖄીءഗ८ऱैޢᇷขଖ
ܛழ྇֟Ζ

ತਙڣ৫ึֲ:

6ִ30ֲ

່ދ܅ᇷᠰ:

ଈڻ: ڶ

ࠡ৵: ڶ

ءഗ८ਢᏖข?
ءഗ८ਢֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८հഗ८ΖֱࣟႪߓ٨ഗ८אյ༡ഗ८ڇڤݮᗝཤิګΔࠡጥᖲዌ
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子基金的目標是以其至少三分之二資產投資於經合組織成員國政府或超國家機構發行或保證之固定
或浮動息率證券及債務工具（不少於子基金資產的 60%），以及以自由兌換的貨幣計值之投資級
別公司債券。
子基金最多可將其淨資產的 20%投資於資產抵押證券/按揭證券。子基金主要投資於債券和貨幣
（間接透過金融衍生工具）。子基金積極持有的貨幣倉盤未必與基金的相關資產（即債券）互相對
應。
子基金將大量投資於金融衍生工具作對沖和投資用途（例如貨幣投資管理、積極的存續期管理，及
創設對發行人的合成投資），但這並不僅限於特定的金融衍生工具運用策略。該等金融衍生工具可
包括在場外及/或交易所買賣的期權、期貨、認股權證、掉期交易、遠期合約。子基金可透過運用
金融衍生工具產生槓桿作用。根據名義數額總和計算法評估的預計槓桿比率約為子基金資產淨值的
900%。根據承擔法評估的槓桿水平，在計及對銷及對沖安排後與名義法相符，預計為子基金資產
淨值的 0%-270%。預計槓桿比率僅為指標，並非監管限額。在利率預期會大幅改變，信貸息差預
期會大幅擴闊或收緊，或市場波幅極低之時，預計槓桿比率或會較高。有關進一步詳情，請參閱附
錄 III 風險計量及管理。由於子基金可能運用衍生工具以達至投資目標，在某些情況下風險程度可
能會提高。
子基金餘下資產或會投資於「B. 債券子基金」引言中所述之價值及工具，包括非經合組織或高收
益債券市場的工具。
本子基金最多可將其資產的 5%投資於 UCITS／或其他 UCI 的單位／股份。
「摩根大通環球政府所有到期期限非對沖美元債券（JPMJ.P. Morgan Global Government Bond
1
Global All Maturities Unhedged in USD”）」 指數乃本子基金之參考指標。
本子基金之基本貨幣為美元。」

投資者應注意，除「債券子基金」引言中風險警告所述風險外，投資於本子基金或會因購入信貸違
約掉期（CDS）而承受較高程度的信貸風險。由於本子基金可作為保障賣方而持有信貸違約掉期，
在信貸違約掉期的參考資產發生不利的信貸事件時，子基金須彌補參考資產的貶值額，或會蒙受損
失。
*******
倘若閣下不滿意上述各項變更，從本通知日期起，閣下可如常繼續於二零一四年五月三十日香港時
間下午五時前贖回閣下的股份而無須繳付贖回費，或將閣下的股份轉換為東方匯理系列基金在香港
已獲認可的其他子基金（惟閣下須符合最新的東方匯理系列基金說明書所述每類股份類別的最低投
資要求），亦無須繳付轉換費。
本公司說明書及子基金產品資料概要的最新版本可於香港代理人的辦事處免費索取。
如對上述各項有任何查詢，請致電(852) 2521 4231聯絡香港代理人表東方匯理資產管理香港有限
公司。
此致

董事會
盧森堡，二零一四年四月二十九日

1

現行參考指標並沒有更改，僅為闡明目的而提供參考指標的確切名稱。
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東方匯理系列基金
可變資本投資公司
註冊辦事處：5, Allée Scheffer
L-2520 Luxembourg
R.C.S. de Luxembourg B-68.806

此乃重要通知，敬希即時垂注。如有任何疑問，請尋求專業意見。董事會對本通知所載資
料於印發之日屬準確承擔責任。
貴股東：
謹此欣然通知，董事會已決定作出以下變更：
對子基金「東方匯理系列基金環球債券基金」（「子基金」）投資政策之修改
從二零一四年六月二日起，子基金「東方匯理系列基金環球債券基金」的投資政策將予以修改，尤
以達致下列目的為要：
 更改子基金的投資目標，將參考指標併入其中
 允許運用信貸衍生工具
 將對UCITS/UCI的投資幅度從5%上限增至10%上限
 加強對現行投資策略的說明
因此，所採用的風險計量方法將於同一日從絕對風險價值法改為相對風險價值法，而根據ESMA建
議的名義數額總和計算法評估的預計槓桿比率將由800%增至900%。然而，請注意，根據承擔法評
估的槓桿水平，在計及對銷及對沖安排後與名義法相符，預計仍維持於270%。
因此，從二零一四年六月二日起，投資政策須修改如下（變更按現行版本加上底線以便於參考）：
「本子基金之投資目標為透過將其至少三分之二資產投資於經合組織主要成員國政府或超國家機構
（如世界銀行）發行或保證之固定或浮動息率證券及債務工具（不少於子基金的 60%），以及以
自由兌換的貨幣計值之高質素債券，尋求最大之總投資回報，包括利息收入、資本增值及貨幣收
益 。 本 子 基 金 的 目 標 是 在 至 少 三 年 的 投 資 期 內 ， 在 扣 除 費 用 之 後 取 得 優 越 於 「 J.P. Morgan
Government Bond Global All Maturities Unhedged in USD」指數的表現。
爲了達到此目標，本子基金將在考慮到每一資產類別有關風險的情況下，將資產配置於環球主權
國、半主權國、公司債券、資產抵押證券/按揭證券及貨幣市場。
透過積極投資程序，子基金將實行以下策略：
- 根據宏觀經濟分析，綜合採用長短策略，以確定子基金對不同資產類別的投資（利率、政府和公
司債券、貨幣、資產抵押證券/按揭證券），
- 相對市場估值策略，主要運用流動工具根據下列各項因素將投資組合分散投資於不同地區的定息
和貨幣投資領域：收益率曲線定位、市場或國家配置、債券挑選、信貸發行人質素和地理配置、信
貸行業配置（例如汽車、金融業）及貨幣投資。
這些策略將輔以根據最新市場資訊進行的策略性資產配置，以受惠於短期的投資機會。運用衍生工
具是投資政策及策略之中不可或缺的部分。將運用期貨、期權、遠期、掉期交易、信貸衍生工具
（單一發行人掉期及指數信貸違約掉期交易）作對沖用途及/或就利率、信貸及貨幣走勢進行投
資。
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有關永久發行東方匯理系列基金之股份
a société d’investissement à capital variable

東方匯理資產管理香港有限公司
香港金鐘道88號太古廣場第1期901至908室
電話： (852) 2521 4231
傳真： (852) 2868 1450
電郵： info@hk.amundi.com
網址： http://www.amundi.com/hkg

